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Executive Summary.

.

This report describes a background study and revised. Second, a loading condition that was not
preliminary plans for a program to develop method- considered during the design process or that was
ology for predicting the capacity of containment deemed too improbable to warrant integration into
structures under severe accident and environmental the design conditions may be introduced. Examples of
conditions. The work reported here was completed such loadings are internal static pressure generated by
and presented to representatives of the NRC and an a hydrogen deflagration, a molten-core quenching
advisory panel in March 1981. Refinements and modi- event, or a core-concrete interaction event. Internal
fications in the program after March of 1981 will be dynamic pressures caused by hydrogen detonation are
reported in future documents. also an example of this second type of loading.

Both analytical and experimental efforts were Containment structures are designed to meet the
considered in the background study. It is concluded requirements of each particular plant and are not
that the end results of the program should be standardized. Therefore, it is necessary to qualify

analytical methods that may then be used to deter-
= Bench-mark data from scale.model tests en se- mine the ultimate load capacity of the containments.

lected classes of containments, and The accepted procedure for qualification of an analyt-
ical method is to experimentally establish the behav-= A set of qualified computer programs that can i r and failure modes of representative structuresbe used to determine the ultimate capacity of
when they are subjected to specified loadings; then, tosteel, reinforced concrete, and prestressed con-
dem nstrate that the analytical method is able tocrete containments subjected to internal pres-
predict (with the accuracy desired) the behavior, fail-surization and seismic loadings.
ure mode, and ultimate loading of the structures. A
literature search of containment structural testing

Containment structures are designed, using elas-
indicates this has been done only once. A 1/14-scaletic methods, to withstand design basis accidents with-
n nreplica model of a prestressed concrete CANDUout any loss of function. The ultimate capacity of
c ntainment was pressurized to failure. The measuredcontainment structures is generally greater than the
re8ponses were in agreement with those predicteddesign level. The difference between design and ulti.
using the BOSOR5 computer code. In this case themate capacity represents a margin of safety for which
containment model was axisymmetric except for pre-no reliable estimate is presently available. However,

the margin of safety is available for protection against spressing buttresaes; that is, there were no penetra-
tions m the containment's cylinder or dome.the effects of accidents beyond the design basis (e.g., In addition to the test of a CANDU containment,

degraded core accidents like TMI-2). This program
a limited amount of ultimate-load testing of reactor

will establish analysis procedures that may be used to c ntainments that did not include analytical correla-
predict, with known confidence, the ultimate capacity

tion has been conducted. Of the four scale-model testsof a containment and thus allow the information to be surveyed, all were static internal-pressure tests and allintegrated into reactor-risk analysis and accident-
m dels were of concrete containments. Two were con-response planning. ducted in Japan, one in India, and one in Poland.Loadings in excess of containment design loading
None of the published results indicate an attempt atoriginate from two sources. First, the original design*
analytical correlation.

criterion may be rendered obsolete by new knowledge.
Investigations indicate that three loading condi-For example, a geologic fault indicating greater seis-

tions (internal static pressure, internal dynamic pres-.

mic risk may be located in the vicinity of the plant and'

sure, and seismic) and three types of containmentthe safe-shutdown earthquake criterion may then be

5
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construction (welded steel, reinforced concrete, and developed for both internal dynamic pressure and
prestressed concrete) merit experimental investiga- seismic loading.
tion. The use of replica scale models was investigated Multiple testing at several scales is required to
end found suitable for the qu'alification of analytical establish the repeatability and credibility of the ex- *

m:thods. Ultimate load testing of models subjected to perimental program. This demonstration of repeat-
internal static pressure presents no problem at this ability and replication of results at different scales is

,

time; however, experimental methods will have to be lacking in previous work.
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Background Study and Preliminary Plans
for a Program on the"

Safety Margins of Containments

1. Introduction

This report describes a background study com. Although a number of computer codes are avail-
pleted in March 1981. Preliminary program plans to able for analyzing the nonlinear, inelastic behavior of
determine the capacity of containment structures un- steel structures, the application of these programs to
der severe accident and environmental conditions are the prediction of the ultimate capacity of containment
presented. The study considered both analytical and structures has limitations. In general, the existing
experimental efforts. Pfoposed work includes testing codes have not been qualified by comparision with
models of containment structures to failure. Results tests-to-failure of containment-like structures. No ul-
from these tests will be compared with those obtained timate faihire mechanism for biarial and triaxial
using analytical methods (including computer codes) stress is universally accepted. Also, steel containments
in order to determine the extent to which these meth- include a number of features (such as stiffeners and
ods can predict ultimate failure levels and modes. penetratic.ns) that may have a significant effect upon
Computer code improvements will be made as neces- the overall structural behavior in the inelastic range.
sary. Only by obtaining experimental information can

proper judgments be made about how to apply exist-

1.1 Background ing computational methods to the configurations of
mterest.

The function of the containment system is to
prevent the escape to the atmosphere of fission prod- The analytical modeling of the ultimate behavior

ucts that may be released from the reactor vessel. The of concrete containments with high confidence is not

containment structure is designed to prevent leakage possible at present and may not be practical in the
near future. In addition to difficulties similar to thosefor a variety of environment- and accident-loading

conditions. Design procedures are generally based f r steel containments, some phenomena in the re-

upon linear-elastic theory with factors of safety incor. sponse of remforced/ prestressed concrete contam-

porated at various stages in the design process. Al- 5ents are not well enough understood to be modeled

though the design procedures appear adequate to w th confidence. Modeling using simplified approach-
.

ensure safe operation for design loadings, extending es such as layering of concrete and steelis possible, but
,

these procedures to predict ultimate capacity is not the adequacy of these methods for handling large-

feasible. However, loadings far more severe than de- scale structures with realistic design features has not
been established.sign loadings can be postulated. For example, hydro--

gen deflagrations / detonations, which recently have Tests around the world of the ultimate capacity of
received considerable attention because of the acci- containment models have been limited. The large
dent at Three Mile Island, may cause structural load- amplitude, nonlinear response of steel containments'

ings in some containments that are higher than design has not been investigated experimentMiy. Pressure
loadings. Also, the magnitude of extreme environ- tests of models of concrete containments indicate that
ments (specifically earthquake loadings) can not be the models behave, in a gross sense, as predicted.
predic md with confidence. If the potential risk associ- However, the only reported program that combined
ated with these extreme environments and accident extensive analytical effort with testing used a con-2

conditions is to be assessed, knowledge of the ultimate crete shell with butresses (i.e., penetrations and other
capacity of the containment structure is essential. details were not included). Tests by others*8 indicate

i
'
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that large penetrations have a significant effect upon . The model scale nw be chosen such that the
containment response and initialleakage. A steel lin- characteristics to b' determined in the test are |e
er, which is required for all concrete containments in accurately represented in the model. I
thi US, was included in only one of the model tests;*

. The scale model must be fabricated with suffi-oth r types of liners or the lack of a liner caused
cient rare to insure that failure mechrJSms not

*

problems in many tests. Fmally, none of the reported pn rent in the prototype are not intM 'ed into
model test programs included comparisons of results g ; .
with tests at different scales. r

'

1

. The test methods must be sud. ther;d in the
failureIn conclusion, although containments can be ex.

modes are not introduced or elirrmatepecsd to wnction adequately for design conditions,
the ult mate capacity cannot be predicted with confi. structure as a result of test procedures or test
dence. In general, previous testing has not been direct. facili.ies. .

cd at qualifying the complex nonlinear computer . Instrumentation of sufficient accuracy and sm.
codes required for predicting the ultimate capacity. A sitivity to record all phenomena ofinterest must
program of combined experimental and analytical be employed.
ei"urts is required. '

Adequate analytical support must be incorpo.
, rated into all phases of the experimental plan.

1.2 Objective '. nepeatability or experimental results must he'! .
.

The overall objective of this program is to develop demonstrated. /; ,

methodology for reliably predicting the ultimate ca- ', '

picity of steel and concrete containment structures Emuse the ultimate capacity and mod?s of fail-
#

'

under loadings caused by accidents and severe envi- ure of steel or concrete containments cannot be pre-
ronments. The proposed approach is to test mods of dicted with confidence using existing computer codes,
containment strurtures to failure. The suitability of an analytical task that parallels the experimental

'

exiding analytical methods for predicting ultimate- effort will be undertaken. Qualification of existing
failu o levels will be determined by comparisons with codes will be attempted; modifications of, existing
tha test results. Improvements to computer codes will codes and development of new codes may be nquired.
be made as necessary. The end results of this program will be:'

The specific loading conditions to be considered,
. Bench. mark data from scue-model tests of se-in order of anticipated mvestigation, are

lected classes of containmmts.
* Static-internal pressurization

. . A set of qualified comput e programs that can* Oynamic-mternal pressurization
he used to determine the ultimate capacity of. Seismic loadings
containment structures. .

A survey of US operating and future plants (18o 1.3 Program Scope
total) showed a large variety of containment types. The overall objectivet ' f this program are exten-o
The followin; three typc:., encompassing 75% of de sive and will requirc u *eral yearnto accomplish. The
containments, wW be considered: static pressurizafion of free-standing steel contain-.

* Hybrid steel (ice condenser and luK-III) ments will const!!.me th'e first phase of the program.
t

I * Reinforced concrete Detailed plans for this phase and later phases ot the

e Prestreesed concrete program will be reported prior to their iniimiion.
, ,

1.4 Structure of the Report,

Because it is impractical to test full-size contain- Section 2 contains a listing of coatainments for '

m:nt structures, scale models will be used. Several operating and future US nuclear power plants, design
requirements are necessary to achieve credible results. procedurei used for containments, and a review of
Each of the items below is an integral part of this previous failure tests of pressurized containments.

'

program. The contdnments (Section 2.1) are categorized by
e A sound theoretical basis for the model design, type of plant and method of construction (steel and

the test loading. and interpretation of test data reinforced and prestressed concrete with a liner). De-
must be established. sign pressures are also given. '

< >

' '
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The three types of loading that will be considered phase of the program will be formulated as the pro-
in this program (static and dynamic pressurization gram progresses.
and seismic) are discussed in Section 3. Although the Three appendices are included. Appendix A con-
testing program will not consider the combination of tains details of the survey of existing and planned*

an earthquake load with internal pressurization, ana- nuclear containment structures. Results of a brief
lytical efforts will be directed to this possibility, search to identify full-size, containment-like struc-'

Existing methods of analysis for concrete and tures that might be suitable ar:d available for use as'

steel containments are reviewed in Section 4. Al- test specimens are presented in Appendix B.The costs
though analysis of the failure level of steel ecmtain- of fabrication of teel, reinforced concrete, and pre-
menta is in a better state than that for concrete, stressed concrete containment models at scales from
modeling with confidence is not possible at present. 1/50 to 1/4 are presented in Appendix C.

Requirements for models to be used in the experi-
mental effort are described in Section 5. Scaling laws References
and the effect of using different scale factors are 3R. J. Atchison, G. J. K. Asmin, and F. R. Campbell,
discussed. The requirements for obtammg credible .Hehavior of concrete Containment Under Overpressure
results are presented. Canditions," Transactions of the 5th SAfiRT, Paper Nc.J3/

In Section 6, experimental loading techniques and 2, Berlin, August 1979.
facilities are discussed. Some static pressurization rK. Donten et al,"Results of Strength Tests on a 1:te
tests can be conducted with existing Sandia facilities- h1odel of Reactor Containment," Transactions of the 5th
Modest new facilities are required for static tests of SAfiRT, Papes J4/8, Berlin,1979.
large-scale models. Dynamic pressurization and seis- Fr.V.S.R. Appa Rao, "Hehaviour of Concrete Nuclear
mic loadings require additional developmental work. Containment Structures Up to Ultimate Failure With Spe-

Chapter 7 contains a brief summary and prelimi- cial Reference to MAPP-1 Containment,"Inclastic Behae-

nary plans for the program. Detailed plans for each ior, Report 4-SM-THEME /75, Structural Engineering Re-
search Centre, Madros, India,1975.

,

.
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2. Survey of Containments
.

2.1 Containment Types

2.1.1 Introduction
A truncated cone with or without a verticalin order to ascertain the different types of con- -

tainments in use and proposed for use, a survey of US cylinder and Gat base (MAltK II); 11 units or
I ight Water lleactor (I, Wit) containment structures 6c; use this configuration, Figure 2.1-1 (f).
was conducted. This information will be used as input
in determining the priorities of this program. A dis- This list accounts for 180 of the 181 containments.
cussion of containment types, such as single and dou- The remaining containment,ilumbolt Hay,is an early
ble barrier,is not given herein. The interested reader design.
is directed to a recent survey article.'

As of. lune 30,1980 there were 69 LWRs licensed
for commercial operation in the US.8 There are an n o w n

fadditional 116 land. based commercial 1,WR contain- L

ments docketed with the NRC but not licensed for L ;
commercial operations as of June 30,1980.8 Of the 116 i.i e, c - :, m c, i c

"*a-'****'"** * * * " * * * * " * ' " " " " * 'proposed containments, information was obtained on
112 and this information is presented in Appendix A.
The four containments for which information was not
available are Douglas Point 1,llaven 1, and NYSE&G A
1 and 2. Containments are catalogued in Appendix A ,,,,,,,,u,,,,,,,,, , ,,, . n s ,,,, .

by reactor type, pressure-suppression system, princi-
pal construction material, and structural configura- ,

tion. i

2.1.2 Structural Configuration and * ' ' -

1.) C,endrl I c n:- t (fl MARK E (11 untts)

Construction a' -- *.- o n -~

There are six major structural configurations w so, ino o.

(without regard for type of construction material) Figure 2.11. Containment Structural Configurations

used by the 181 containments listed in Appendix A.

. A vertical cylinder with a hemispherical dome The containment structures are fabricated of steel
and flat base; 69 units or 38Fe use this configura- and/or concrete. The construction can be classified
tion, Figure 2.1-1 (a). into four major categories:

. A vertical cylinder with a shallow (usually ellip- a. Prestressed reinforced concrete body with a
soldal or torospherical) dome and flat base; 50 deformed-bar reinforced concrete base; 59,

units or 28Fe use this configuration, Figure 2.1-1 units or 33rc use this construction.
(b). b. Reinforced concrete *; 47 units or 26"i use this

. A " light bulb"/ torus (MARK 1); 25 units or 14 Pc construction.
.

use this configuration, Figure 2.1-1 (c).

. A sphere; 13 units or 7Fe use this configuration,
Figure 2.1-1 (d).

. A vertical cylinder with hemispherical dome end
ellipsoidal base; 12 units or 7Po use this configu- .The term " reinforced concrete"is used to identify conven-
ration, Figure 2.1-1 (e). tional deformed-bar reinforced concrete.

13
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c. Welded steel; 49 units or 26% use this con-
Table 2.1.1. Containment Structural Con-struction.
figuration and Construction Materials

d. Welded steel body w.th rem. forced concretei
base; 23 units or 13G use this construction. *

,

There are 178 unita in the above list. The three units E Io

3 yy!r $g $$snot included are Humbolt Bay, Ginna, and Robinson

h@i{{{{{
.m,

* EE,![
8#2. Ilumbolt Hay has a welded steel dry well and ' ' ' " * " as

jfgdeformed.bar reinforced concrete wet well. Ginna and E
Itobinson 2 are constructed of remforced cencrete m _y m

with vertical prestressed reinforcement and de- cy "| ,=cx e m .,o 3, . e

formed.bar hoop remforcement.
Table 2.1-1 contains a summary of the reactor c"yggcy,co,"

,, ,,

containment structures by configurat. ion and con- tw sASE

struction materials. Tables 2.12,2.1-3, and 2.1-4 con-
tain the same information with the addition of reactor gm a 23

type (HWit or PWR), pressure. suppression system,
and modified configuration descriptions. Table 2.1-2 s,,oc ,,

is for reactors that have operating licenses; Table 2.1-3
is for reactors that are docketed, but did not have m snoicat oout

"operating licenses as of June 30, 1980. One plant '?|O,",7ct
(Washington 2) is omitted from Table 2.1-3 because
its containment structure is unique. It is the only waan 4 e i

" " ^ * Co"EM AltK Il plant with a steel containment. Table 2.1-4
contains a composite of the information in _ ,

Tables 2.1-2 and 2.1-3.
Twenty-two power reactors are expected to be

placed in commercial operation between June 30,1980
--

and December 31,1982.4 Fifteen of these reactors are
PWRs and the remaining seven are BWRs. The reac-
tors and their expected operational dates are listed in Table 2.1.2. Summary of Operating US
Table 2.1-5. This information was abstracted from
Appendix A. Power Reactor Containment Structures

2.1.3 Containment Structure Design ' Z~"' '' '"*','s","m ,..,,,, co
' ' ' ' ' ' "

Pressure t

g
N | .g g i 77-The containment structure design pressure is g5g

NI II ! | O. I I '

2 ' i ibased on a severe (Class 8) accident, usually a loss of w=ra=5 ia .

coolant accident (LOCA), the pressure suppression
system (if any), and the containment structure free 57f ~~ ,, . . . :s

structures were obtained from a Chicago Bridge and g ,[,,~ * * " ' ~ " ' " ' ~ . "volume. The design pressures for 48 containment [ 8**.-

Iron Company publication;5 57 containment structure
I-C * ~

design pressures were obtained from Preliminary and j __
,
*

Final Safety Analysis Reports; 13 were obtained from 2 _, , ,,, n .

Iteference 6 and an additional 8 design pressures from *

Reference 7 for a total of 126 out of the 181 contain- g .,,,

1 2ments listed in Appendix A. There are some discrep- .=
*

ancies between the design pressures stated for the | -'

same containments in the references; however, it is 8
' """ ' ' *

conceivable that in some cases the conflicting refer-
* * - * '' " ' ' * *ences stated cold test or calculated maximum pres- , , , , , ,

sures rather than design pressure.The design pressure -- **

information is presented in Table 2.1-6.

14



Table 2.1.3. Summary of Future US Power Table 2.15. Near-Future Commercial
Reactor Containment Structures Reactors

,

Pressure
CONTAWMFNT STRUCTURES pjant Suppression Expected

"/[d"E **""' '"'' Name System Operation.

g | ,ft3, g! Fermi 2 MARKI 1982

M., |.!!!j li I il | 't I
g%

_j_j_|
Susquehanna 1 M ARK II 1982i

1 1 La Salle 1 & 2 MARK II 1981/1982illi ili l ll i la !
Zimmer MARK II 1981. - - - - -

b.Y. ** '' ' ' Clinton 1 MARK III 1982

I Grand Gulf 1 MARK 11I 1982

$ *!
. , , ,

Sequoyah 1 & 2 Ice Condenser 1980/1981~ '

McGuire 1 & 2 Ice Condenser 1981/1982[ e .
, , , , , , , , ,

g i Watts Bar 1 & 2 Ice Condenser 1981/1982
-' * Commanche Peak 1 None 1981

,

Diablo Canyon 1 & 2 None 1981=

| j Salem 2 None 1981~~' '' 8
,

Calloway 1 None 1982

I
=

. , ,, ;
Summer None 1981

Farley 2 None 1981--

San Onofre 2 None 1981
. m ,, ,o , , , ,,

Waterford 3 None 1982- - - " a
-- ,,,

' WASHINGTON 3 IS NOT INCLUDED He TME ASOVE T ABLE
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2.1.4 Seismic Design Parameters plastic analysis of steel containments (Section NF
. .

y
The maj.or seismic des.ign parameters for current. 3228), elastic analyses are emphasized; m, fact, elastic

ly h,eensed power plants (as of hiay 1980) are given in analyses are allowed even when the calculated stresses

Reference 8. Information for proposed plants will be exceed the yield strength of the material (Section NE.,

obtamed later if required. 3227.6). For concrete containments, Section CC-3310
"

states that consideration must be given to the redistri-
bution of forces caused by concrete cracking, yet2.1.5 Summary Section CC-3320 states:" Elastic behavior shall be the

.

There are 181 commercial nuclear-power reactors accepted basis for predicting internal forces, displace-
listed in References 2 and 3 as operating or planned. ments, and stability of thin shells."It is reasonable to
These reactors are cataloged in Appendix A by con- expect designers to estimate a level of concrete crack-
t;inment structure type. The expected operational ing and perform a linear analysis.
dite of the power reactors (other than those already in The steel containment code (subsection NE) uses
operation) is also listed. Twenty-one of 112 proposed allowable / working. stress concepts as opposed to load
pl nts have been cancelled or have an indefinite start- factor-strength design. The absence of factored loads
ing date. The elimination of these plants from the data for steel containments is a notable feature of this code.
set would not change the priorities of the program. Although the Standard Review Plan specifies load

combinations, all of the combinatorial factors are one
or zero. Thus, no explicit safety factor is included in2.2 Design Procedures loading conditions, although certain unlikely load

The purpose and goals of this program are better combinations may necessitate a design that has a high
understood if there is a general understanding of the margin of safety for other combinations. The specifi-
procedures used in the design of containment struc- cation of allowable stresses controls more directly the
tures. Because of the number of different types of margin of safety. The allowable stress is a function of
containment structures and loading conditions, sever- the type of stress (primary, secondary, or peak) and
d design procedures are used. However, certain gener- the type of loading (design or service limits A, B, C, or
alities in the design process are evident; some of the D). It is worthy of note that, for primary plus second-
g:neral design procedures will be reviewed in this ary stresses due to service limit A or B loadings, the
section. The inappropriateness of extrapolating de- allowable stress is three times the stress intensity Sw ;
sign procedures to predict ultimate capacity will also for many materials,3 Sw is equal to the specified
be discussed. ultimate stress capacity of the material. Therefore,

Containment vessels in the US are designed to although elastic analyses are suggested, the code relies
sitisfy the criteria in Section III of the ash 1E Pres- upon a redistribution of stresses caused by material
sure Vessel Code.'18 The NRC's Standard Review yielding at discontinuities and penetrations (i.e., a
Pl:n" references the ash 1E code but also modifies shakedown to elastic behavior). As an alternative pro-
some criteria and references other NRC regulation cedure for penetrations, the area replacement rule
documents. During the time from preliminary design (NE-3332.2) eliminates generally the necessity for
to operation of a nuclear power plant, the ash 1E analysis by attempting to insure that sufficient addi-
codes and NRC regulations may change several times. tional material is added around a penetration so that a
For example, the 1963 to 1971 editions of the ASME general yield state will not occur prematurely; howev-
code specify the design pressure as no less than 90% of er, it is clear that local yielding will occur for some
the maximum containment internal pressure; how- design conditions.
ever, in subsequent editions, the design pressure is The concrete contcinment code (subsection CC,
specified as 100% of the maximum pressure (certain Division 2, of Section III) which is a joint ash 1E-ACI
dlowable stresses were also raised by 10% ). Thus, the effort, combines service and factored loads with al-
rzviewer must know which edition of the code was lowable stresses. The specified load combinations -

used in order to properly interpret the design proce- (Table CC-3230-1) contain combinatorial factors for
dure. service loads that are all one or zero, but for factored

A review of the 1980 edition of the ASA1E Code loads the combinatorial coefficients are as high as 1.5. *

reveals that the analysis of containments (both steel Thus, load-combination factors of safety are included
end concrete) is based generally upon elastic (u,,ually explicitly for some loadings and not for others. This is
assumed linear) behavior; thin-shell theory; and mem- a departure from the usual ACI philosophy where
brcne response except at discontinuities and penetra- even dead loeds have a load factor of 1.4. Additional
tions. Although some provisions are made for the factors are included in the specification of allowable
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: tresses. Valuee of compressive strength of concrete of stiffness. By placing a very low limit on allowable
vary from 0.3 f, to o.85 f,, depending upon type of force shear stress of concrete, the NRC has insured that a
and loading (see Tables CC-3421-1 and CC-3431-1). concrete containment is not likely to fait during a safe-,

,

For steel reinforcement, the maximum allowable shutdown earthquake, despite the simple modeling
I stress is 0.9 f, for factored loads, but local yielding is techniques. However, it should be emphasized that

allowed under certain conditions even for primary the design analyses for earthquakes are not accurate,

forces (section CC-3422). Lower allowables stresses (the uncertainty of future ground motions makes the
! are specified for service loads. use of more elaborate procedures questionable).
'

Although properly implemented design proce- Therefore, extending the current design procedure to
dures are likely to result in a containment structure predict ultimate capacity is not feasible.
that functions satisfactorily for design conditions, Although the procedures used in designing con-
they do not insure predictable behavior for loadings of tainment structures appear to be adequate for insur-

! higher magnitude or different characterization. The ing safe operation for design loadings, they provide
codes are aimed at achieving ductile behavior up to little insight into the margin of safety. The response of

i design limits but, as the yield capacity of materials is containments to loadings well above design is too
exceeded, the design procedures generally become in- complex to be predicted with current design proce-'

valid. dures. The most important point to be made is that a-
; For overpressure loading of steel containments, consistent pattern of built-in conservatism does not

areas near structural discontinuities and penetrations exist in the present codes.!

will yield before other areas. Although the yielding is
generally self-limiting for a given level of loading- 2.3 Review of Previous Testst

strains m the area of discontinuities will be higher
Tests of containment structures around the worldthan m other areas as pressure is increased. Whether

,

, g;g;
these strams will be sigmficantly higher and cause

learned from a brief review of the more significantrupture before a general yield condition of the con-
tests. Although tests of actual full-size containmentstainment is reached is not evident. In some contam-,

have been conducted, only models have been tested toments there ,s no thickenmg around penetrationsi
his of o i ifid M i di-

J
because the shell wall is much thicker than required

,

tions. Generally, model test programs have consisted
.

; for design pressure alone. Although these contain-
I "* test or a short series of tests with rather limitedments will function adequately for pressures up to!

bjectives. In particular, testmg for overpressuriza-.

design pressure, a possibility exists that the area
tion has been a sigmficant part of many of the test.

around the penetration will fail before a general yield
state of the shellis reached. D'. grains. As will become evident, only models of

minf and pushM concrek containmentFor internal overpressurization of concrete ccn-
structures have received sigmficant attent,on.

,

itainments, material behavior and interaction of the
steel and concrete provide analytical difficulties as
pressures are raised above the design leuls. In partic- 2.3.1 Model Tests
ular, the ultimate capacity of reinforceir.ent-concrete A Canadian test program to study overpressure
bonding, the capacity of concrete in biaxial and triami- conditionsu has been coordinated with analytical de-
al stress, or the interaction of the concrete and steel velopment.n The test structure was a 1/14 scale, pre-
liner are too complex to allow the prediction of the stressed concrete model of a CANDU containment
ultimate functional capacity with certainty. Signifi- structure. However, the model was not a replica of the
cant leakage of the containment may occur at pres- prototype. In particular, no penetrations were includ-

3'
sures well below those predicted to cause the steel ed in the cylinder or spherical dome; the walls were

'

reinforcement to reach its ultimate capacity. thicker than replica scale (5 in. vs 3 in.) and the ratio
For earthquake loadings, additional analytical of dome to cylinder thicknesses (4.0/5.0) was higher

difficulties are present because of the necessity of than replica scale (1.71/3.0); also, reinforcement and
,

determining the dynamic response of the contain- prestressing were not replicated. However, the model

'

ment. The accepted dynamic model for design has was not axisymmetric; i.e., prestressing buttresses
1

been a linear lumped-mass beam model in which the were modeled. Also, the model did include a ring beam
beam stiffness is primarily a function of the tangential at the cylinder-dome junction and plastic liner, as is

'
shear stiffness of the shell. Nonlinearity/ cracking of present in Canadian containment structures. Pressur-
concrete is not treated explicitly, although some level ization of the model was achieved hydraulically with
of concrete cracking is assumed in the determination water. After several liner failures and accompanying
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Irakage at about 80 peig, the final test with a strength- The largest model test to date was a 1/10-scale test
ened liner produced initiation of tendon failure at 142 conducted in Poland.28 The model was a prestressed
pig and a large through.the-wall blow out at 159 psig. concrete replica constructed of the same materials
The measured response agrees very well with resulta used in the prototype. Details in the model included

,

from a modified version of the axisymmetric code prestressed vertical and hoop tendons, buttresses, ring
BOSOR5." girder, equipment hatch, and personnel locks (includ-

Japanese testa for overpressure conditions 5 were ing a thickened shell around the openings). Signifi.3
.

not replicas of an actual containment structure. The cantly, the model included a 1-mm (0.04.in.) thick
rainforced concrete models, which contained no pene- mild-steel liner connected to the concrete with wire
tritions in the walls, had an outer diameter of 2.4 m anchors. The ultimate capacity of the model, based,

(94.5 ?n.) and a wall thickness in both the cylinder and upon limit atrength of the tendons and yield limit for
dome of 0.10 m (3.94 in.). Although the diameter the reinforcing bar was 0.49 MPa (71 psig) or 0.62
corresponds to a scale of about 1/17, the walls were MPa (90 psig) with the liner. Elastic tests were con-
thicker than would be present in a similar US contain- ducted with pressurized air while water was used in
ment structure. The construction consisted of micro the destructive tests. Failure of the model occurred at
concrete with vertical and horizontal deformed-bar a pressure of 0.52 MPa (75 psig) at the top and 0.58
rainforcements of 6 mm (0.24 in.) dia and ties between MPa (84 psig) at the bottom; the difference is due to
the inner and outer layers. Water pressurization was the head created by the water. Leakage at these pres-;

'; used and a neoprene rubber liner prevented leakage sures occurred because of bending near the buttresses
through cracks. Two models were tested: one at room and near the ends of extra reinforcement around
temperature throughout, and one with a thermal gra- penetrations. It is not clear whether or not the leakage,

dient of 40' to 50'C across the wall. Results at yield was associated with fabrication of the very thin liner.
end ultimate were very similiar for the two testa. The
structures were designed for a pressure of 4 kg/cm2 (60 2.3.2 Tests of Actual Containments
psig). Yielding first occurred at about 90Fo of the All containments in the US are tested for strength
value predicted by an elastic analysis. Ultimate capac- by application of a small overpressure loading (pres-
ity was reached when a punching shear failure oc- ently 115Fo of design pressure) and for leakage at
curred in the dome at about 9 kg/cm2 (130 psig). design pressure. In addition to verifying the function

Tests of the lateral load capacity of reinforced of the containment for design pressure, the testa pro-
, concrete models of about 1/25 scale have also been vide data for verification of linear-elastic computer'

conducted by the Japanese.2e Only the cylindrical analyses. Unfortunately, the tests provide little in-
portion of the containment with no penetrations was sight into the large deformation, nonlinear response of

i tested. Again, the wall thickness was larger than the containment. As noted in Section 2.2, extrapolat-
; would be scale for a US containment. ing linear response to obtain ultimate capacity is not
! In India a 1/12-scale replica model of a prestressed practical.
'

containment has been loaded by overpressurization." Dynamic tests have been conducted on a few
The model was constructed of micrc concrete, an- containments around the world. In 1979 the Heiss-

*

1 nstled-steel wires for reinforcement, and prestressing dampfreaktor (HDR) containment in the Federal Re-
wires for tendons. The stress-strain relationships for public of Germany was sinusoidally tested with shak-

, all materials closely approximated those of the proto- ers to a level equivalent to a 0.06-g ground motion."
! type structure. As used on the prototype, vinyl paint Similar tests have been conducted in Japan on the
i w:s applied on the inside for leak tightness. The six Fukashima 1 and Shimane containments (10dg sinu-

larg st penetrations were simulated in the model. soidal)," Hanaoka 1 and 2 (2.5x104 g at 2.5 Hz)," and
Pressurization was achieved with air. At a pressure of Tokai II. In the US, sinusoidal tests of containments
19.5 psig, significant leakage occurred through cracks at very low force levels were conducted between 1969
in th3 dome. Other than concrete cracking, structural and 1972 at San Onofre Unit 1** and in 1972 at Quad

,

frilure of the containment could not be achieved Cities. Testing in the Federal Republic of Germany
because of leakage and equipment limitations. Inter- has also included explosive tests at HDR with mea-

,

estingly, cracking occurred at a pressure below that surements of response at the nearby VAK plant." In;

predicted for the prototype (25 peig). Penetrations general, all of the above tests were conducted to verify
and other discontinuities greatly affected local defor- analytical models and to obtain damping values. How-
mitions and had a noticeable effect on the overall ever, all the reported teats resulted in very low levels of t

response of the structure. Nonlinear material behavior response. The large amplitude, nonlinear behavior of
5 was important at low levels of loading. the structures was not investigated.
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2.3.3 Conclusions From Previous 'J. D. Stevenson,* Containment Structures for Pressur- I

ized Water Reactor Systems - Past, Present, and Future
Tests State.of the. Art" (Pittsburgh, PA: Westinghouse Nuclear

The large amplitude, nonlinear response of steel Energy Systems).

containments has not been investigated experimental- 7F. A. Heddleson, Design Data and Safety Features of.

ly. The pressure tests of concrete containments indi- Commercial Nuclear Power Plants, ORNL/NSIC-96 (Oak
cate that the models behave, in a gross sense, as Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratories, June 1976).

predicted. eM. Subudhi et al, Seismic Review Table, NUREG/CR.-

Ilowever, the tests conducted in India and Poland 1429 (Upton, NY: Department of Nuclear Energy, Brookha-
indicate that large penetrations have significant effect ven National Laboratory, May 1980).

upon containment response. Indeed, leakage in the sASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,"Section 111,
Polish model occurred near the heavily reinforced Nuclear Power Plant Components, Division 1 - Subsection
area around penetrations and near the buttresses, NE, Class MC Components" (New York: The American

despite the presence of a steel liner. Other types of S ciety f Mechanical Engineers, July 1980) (earlier edi-
"PP '*"N'I "" "'Yliners (or the lack of a liner) tended to be a problem in

many tests; i.e., liners had to be reinforced / replaced so "ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,"Section 111,

that ultimate structural capacity could be reached. Nuclear Power Plant Components, Division 2 - Code for
Concrete Reactor , Vessels and Contamments" (New York:The Indian model, which had ont viny 1 paint for a The American Society of Mechamcal Engineers, July 1980)Y

liner, could not be loaded above 20 psig because of (earlier editions may be applicable).
heavy leakage through cracks. Therefore,if functional uStandard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Anal.
failure of containments is to be simulated, the model ysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants,' LWR Edition,
tests must include liners, penetrations, and other NUREG.75/087 (Washington, DC: US Nuclear Regulatory
structural discontinuities. Commission,1975).

The tests and analytical efforts by the Canadians "R. J. Atchison, G. J. K. Asmis, and F.R. Campbell,,

j demonstrate that a computer program can be quali- Behaviour of Concrete Containment under Over. Pressure
fied for concrete shells of revolution. Unfortunately, Conditions," Transactions of the 5th SMiRT, Paper No. J3/'

the importance of asymmetries in tests by others 2, Berlin, August 1979.

suggests that more general 3-D shell programs must be uS. Rizkalla S. H. Simmonds, and J. G. MacGregor,"A
qualified if t he ultimate capacity of containments is to Test of a Model of a Thin. Walled Prestressed Concrete
be predicted with confidence. Secondary Containment Structure," Transactions of the

None of the reported model test programs com- 5th SMiRT, Paper No. J4/2, Berlin, August 1979.

pared results with models of other scales or with a HD. W. Murray, L. Chitnuyanondh, and C. Wong,
prototype structure. For the subject test program, the "Modelling and Predicting Behavior of Prestressed Con-

approach to be used to achieve credibility for model crete Secondary Containment Structures Using BOSOR5."
ns en ns f the5th SMiRT, Paper J3/5, Berlin, August

results is to conduct experiments on models at each of [g'79
several scale factors. Then, the behavior of the full-
size structure can be predicted with a stated confi. "Y. A yagi et al,"Behaviours of Reinforced Concrete

Contamment Models Under Thermal Gradient and Internal
dence. Pressure," Transactions of the 5th SMiRT, Paper J4/5,

Berlin, August 1979.
i

"T. Uchida et al, " Behavior of Reinforced Concrete
Containment Models Under the Combined Action of Inter.References nai P,essu,e and tate,ai Po,ce, T,an,ac, ions of ,h,5,h
SMiRT, Paper J4/4, Berlin, August 1979.'A. Walser, "An Overview of Reactor Containment

Structures," Nuc Eng and Design, Volume 61, No.1, No- "T. V. S. R. Appa Rao, *Behaviour of Concrete Nuclear
vember 1980. Containment Structures Up to Ultimate Failure With Spe-

cial Reference to MAPP-1 Containment," Inelastic Behau-
Nuclear Safety, Vol 21, No. 3 (Oak Ridge, TN: Nuclear-

wr, Report OSM. THEME /75 (Madros, India: StructuralSafety Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laborato- Engineering Research Centre,1975).
ries, May-June 1980) pp 399-405.

8K. Donten et al,"Results of Strength Tests on a 1:10
albid., pp 429-434',

Model of Reactor Conta:nment," Transactions of the 5th
*'World List of Nuclear Power Plants: Operable. Under SMiRT, Paper J4/8, Berlin 1979.

Construction, or on Order as of June 30,1980," Nuct N, ' Mi W I 1 EWW*

August 1980, pp 102107. Testing of the HDR: Comparisons of Calculations and Mea-
sNuclear Containment Vessels, Bulletin No. 8510 (Oak surementa for the Reactor Building," Transactions of the

Brook, IL: Chicago Bridge and Iron Co). 5th SMiRT, Paper No. K13/2, Berlin,1979.
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3. Problem Definition.

.

3.1 Loading Conditions
The number of loading conditions to which a behavior of a containment structure.Therefore, earth-

containment structure can be exposed is virtually quake-like loadings will be included in this program.
limitless when one considers all possible accident sce- The use of these loadings is aimed at the determina-
narios; also, the number of types of containment tion of the capacity of containment structures to
structures is large. It is unusual to f~ d two plants with function during and after an earthquake.m
containments t ruly alike in all structural details. In an Many of the postulated accidents, for which a
experimental program, only a limited number of tests containment structure is not designed, result in high
can he performed; therefore, the selection of loading internal pressure, both quasi-static and dynamic. A
conditions is critical. knowledge of the ultimate pressure capacity of con-

The types of loading conditions used in this pro- tainment structures would assist the nuclear commu-
gram will be representative of loadings on actual nity in assessing the possible dangers caused by acci-
containment structures and will be reproducible in a dents other than those considered during the design

test environment. It is desirable that results obtained process; thus, this program will include quasi-static
using the loading conditions will provide insight into and dynamic pressurization as loading conditions.
the capacity of containment structures to function Dynamic loadings may be symmetric or asymmetric.
properly during a full spectrum of environmental or This program will consider the following loading
accident conditions. The function of the containment conditions:
is to prevent the escape to the atmosphere of fission
products that may be released from the reactor; thus, . Static Pressurization
functional failure occurs when significant leakage to Dynamic Pressurization
the atmosphere is possible. Since design procedures . Earthquake-Like loadings.
generally are based upca linear-elastic theory, they
have a great deal of built-in conservatism for design As much as possible, loadings that are generic rather
conditions. Furthermore, pressure tests on completed than plant-specific and independent of actual acci-
containments assure low-leakage rates for design stat- dent or environmental events will be used.
ic pressure. Therefore, containment buildings can be
expected to function satisfactorily at loading condi-
tions more severe than the design conditions. Types of 3.2 Assumptions and Exclusions
loading conditions that can be postulated to cause The results of this program should be applicable
functional failure include (1) conditions which are to a variety of accidents and environmental events.
included in the design specifications but which exceed However, because only a limited number of loading
the specified magnitude and (2) loading conditions conditions can be included, many conditions will of
caused by accidents that are deemed too improbable necessity be excluded. Thus, the loading conditions
to warrant consideration during the design process. will be selected in an effort to determine the " ultimate

Many of the loading conditions used in design capacity" of the containment structure without at-
have upper bounds that encompass, with very high tempting to simulate a particular accident or event. It
probability, the loads that the actual structure will is planned to identify the characteristics of a general*

experience (e.g., the gravity load on a structure can be type of loading, the results of which can be extrapolat-
predicted with high accuracy). However, the predic- ed to a variety of scenarios. In this regard, the loading
tion of severe environment conditions (e.g., earth- conditions will be selected so that computer programs
quake and tornado) is imprecise and, although conser- can be qualified (see Section 4.1 for a definition of
vative design conditions are generally imposed for qualification); the qualified program can then be used

~

these events, uncertainties exist. Also, methods of to analyze other similar events.
dynamic analysis for earthquake loadings include Complex combinations of specified conditions will
many approximations that can affect the predicted not be emphasized in this program; e.g., although it is
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possible that a LOCA could occur in conjunction with pressurization during which the internal structures
en earthquake event, the combination will not be affect greatly the form and magnitude of pressure
studied experimentally. By verifying the analysis of pulses.
e:ch type of event independently, the analysis of Modeling characteristics (specifically, the model.

~

combined events can be conducted with confidence. ing of penetrations) must be limited in this program.
External explosions (such as caused by transportation Usually very small penetrations do not affect signifi-

,

recidents) and missile impacts will not be included in cantly the structural response of the containment as a
the study. whole; separate tests of small penetrations with a

Boundary conditions also significantly effect the section of a containment vessel are contemplated.
results of structural analyses. The emphasis is placed Large penetrations such as the equipment hatch and
upon determining the " ultimate capacity' of the con- personnel lock will be included in large scale models,
trinment structure. Therefore, soil-structure interac- but their inclusion in smaller models may not be
tion will not be emphasized; rather, for earthquake- desirable. In any case, the seals around the hatches
like excitations, the response of the structure relative will not be included. Although the seals are suscepti-
to the motion of the base-mat will be emphasized. ble to leakage, they are not structural in the usual
Although internal structures can interact structurally sense and their analytical modeling to predict leakage
with the containment structure in a dynamic event, would not be possible with the present state-of-the-
the internal structures will not be included in all art. Separate tests of seals are recommended.
models. One exception to this is dynamic internal

22
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4. Analytical Methods

4.1 Introduction and General
Comments

A brief review of the analytical methods that are only reported exception is the modified version of
available for performing analyses of containments up BOSOR5,8 which has been compared with good results
to ultimate capacity is presented in this section. The to the Canadian tests of a model of a CANDU contain-
choice of an analytical procedure / computer program ment.2 Other computer analyses of containments to
for structural analysis depends generally upon the determine ultimate capacity have been performed but
type of loading condition, type of structure (including without test comparisons. These analyses include the
material properties), and type of mathematical mod- studies of the pressurization of the Zion and Indian
eling or discretization. As indicated, the loadings of Point containments that used the NONSAP-C8 and
interest for this program are internal static pressuriza- HONDO4 codes, and analyses of the Sequoyah con-
tion, dynamic pressurization, and earthquake-like tainment that include the use of ANSYS.8
loadings. Containment structures can be divided ac- Dynamic loadings can be treated in many of the
cording to construction materials into two categories: computer programs that are suitable for static loads;
steel and reinforced and prestressed concrete. Proce- however, because the response will be nonlinear (usu-
dures that are particularly dependent upon this cate- ally eliminating the use of modal solutions /trunca-
gorization are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. tion), time-history analyses can require prohibitive

The type of analysis is dependent upon the degree computer time and cost. In particular, the refined
to which details are included in the structural model. discretization required to model penetrations and oth.
If asymmetric features such as penetrations are ne- er details will cause the dynamic model to have very
glected, axisymmetric analyses can be performed for high. frequency content. If an explicit time.integra-
static and symmetric dynamic pressurization. Gener- tion scheme such as central difference is used, the time

ally, computer codes that are tailored specifically to step must be extremely small to insure stability. If an
axisymmetric problems require less user effort for implicit integration such as the Wilson-Theta method
modeling and shorter computer run times. For certain is chosen, the run cost ar.d time at each step will be
asymmetric loadings, a symmetric model allows for very large for nonlinear problems because a very large
simpler analytical procedures. When penetrations or number of simultaneous algebraic equations must be
other asymmetries are included in the structural mod- solved.
el, three-dimensional analyses are necessary for all As noted in Section 2.2, design procedures fer
loading conditions; however, some approximate tech- earthquake loadings use simple linear beam models to
niques are possible. For example, the results from an represent the containment structure. The extension of
axisymmetric analysis can be used as boundary condi- these procedures to consider nonlinear ultimate be-
tions in an analysis of a section of the structure that havior is impractical because determining the nonlin-
includes a penetration. However, tests in Poland and ear force-displacement relationships is not possible at

India (discussed in Section 2.3) indicate that the this time. In conclusion, a study of analytical proce-
overall behavior of the structure is affected by large dures for containments must include techniques to'

penetrations. Therefore, approximate procedures reduce cost /run time or the resulting procedures may
must be used with caution. be too expensive to use.

Computer programs that are believed suitable for
analyzing containment structures to ultimate capacity 4.2 Steel Containments
have not, in general, been qualified * by comparisons

Because steel containments are generally homoge-
with tests of containment structures or models. The neous in material properties and because generally

eccepted constitutive models for steel are available for
*According to the ASME,8 qualification is concerned with loadings past yield, several computer programs are
whether a verified computer program adequately solves a available for both static and dynamic loadings. These
Particular problem. codes include MARC,2 ADINA,8 and ANSYS.8 How-
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sver, none of the codes have been qualified for applica- because the time and cost become prohibitive. Further
tion to steel containment vessels. Although the post- investigation of analytical techniques is required.
yi:Iding plastic behavior of steel is well understood, no
ultimate failure mechanism for biaxial and triarial
stress has been accepted. Crack-propagation theory 4.3 Concrete Containments .

requires that the location of an initial crack be known; Many complex components and interactions af-
this location can not be predicted with the existing feet the response of concrete containments, including
programs. Therefore, predicting functional failure due
to crack initiation, crack growth, and resulting leakage . Steel liners, which are required on all US con-
trill not be attempted at this time. Although a numeri. crete containments
c:1 instability may develop in the mathematical model . Liner-concrete interaction, including attach-
Et some level of loading, functional failure may occur ment studs
prior to this level. . Steel reinforcement and prestressing tendons

The modeling of penetrations and other details . Reinforcement-concrete interaction (bond
requires very fine discretizations. The resulting mod- strength / slippage)
els contain many elements (finite-element approach) . Tendon-concrete interaction, including friction
and/or nodes (finite-difference approach). The re- along the length of the tendon
quired set-up time and computer run time is very . Complex nonlinear behavior of concrete.
lIrge; thus, for the analysis of entire containments, the
inclusion of such details may be impractical. The With the present state-of-the-art, it is not practical (if
problem of cost / time is more severe for dynamic ana- indeed even possible) to fully account for all of these
lyses. factors in a computer analysis of an entire contain-

Circumferential ring and vertical stiffeners add ment structure. Until experiments provide better in-
complexity to the analysis of steel containments. Stiff- sight into the failure mechanisms for concrete con-
eners can be " smeared out" or treated as discrete tainments, it is not possible to determine which
stiffeners. However, smearing of stiffeners is generally factors can be neglected or treated in an approximate
inippropriate for containment structures because manner; thus, evaluating the credibility of existing
stiffeners are spaced far enough apart that significant codes is not possible at present. However, some gener-
viriations of displacements and stress occur.' Clearly al observations of analytical procedures are helpful for
smearing is particularly inappropriate when nonlinear planning future efforts; brief observations are includ-
behavior is present; therefore, stiffeners must be ed in this section.
tr:ated discretely to obtain meaningful results in ulti- At least two general approaches are possible in the
mite analyses. However, predictions of stress and application of the finite-element method to reinforced
dynamic response are sensitive to seemingly minor concrete shells: the discrete-element approach and the
changes in the mathematical modeling of discrete layered approach. In the former, the concrete and

| stiffeners. In particular, the location of the stiffener steel reinforcing are modeled as discrete elements that
' r:lative to the shell reference surface and differences are connected at nodal points or through bond linkage

in shear center and centroidal axes can be very impor- elements. Although the discrete-element approach is
tent.' The treatment of these details in existing codes practical for evaluating single structural components
must be investigated further. (such as a reinforced concrete beam), the approach is

If only circumferential rings are present and pene- impractical at present for concrete containments be-
tritions are neglected, axisymmetric codes / elements cause an extremely large number of discrete elements
can be used. Of particular note are the BOSOR are necessary. However, the discrete-element ap-
codes"" which are widely used and which have been proach may be the only approach suitable for predict-
compared with tests on a variety of axisymmetric ing ultimate capacity if element interaction (such as
m:tal structures. If vertical stringers are included, a between studs and concrete) prove to be failure mech-

,

code with general shell capabilities such as MARC,7 anisms. In this case, considerable development will be
ANSYS,5or ADINAs is required. Although axisymme- required to make the approach practical.
try is not present, vertical stiffeners are usually evenly In the layered approach, the finite element is
spaced circumferentially. If penetrations are neglect- divided into a number of steel and concrete layers over
ed, it is possible to model one segment (verticahtring- the depth. A review of the manner in which this
er to center of panel) from top to bottom. If penetra- approach and the discrete element approach have
tions are included, a full finite-element model of the been implemented has been presented by Litton and
entire containment structure is required. With nonlin- Gidwani.u It is clear that the manner of implementa-
es? behavior, such full analyses may be impractical tion can have a significant effect upon results. None of
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the researchers 58 has qualified his approach with testa 8P. D. Smith and C. A. Anderson, NONSAP-C: A
of containments. However, the finite diiference code Nonlinear Stress Analysis Program for Concrete Contain-

BOSOR5, which also uses a layered approach and ments Under Statie, Dynamic, and Long-Term Loadings,
NUREG/CR-0416, LA-7496-MS (Los Alamos, NM: Los

which has been modified to m. elude a concrete ele--

Alamos Scientific Laboratory, October 1978).
ment" has been favorably compared to testa of an

'

axisymmetric nonreplica model of a Canadian 'S. W. Key, Z. E. Beisinger, and R. D. Krieg, HONDO
U, A Mnfe Element mputer Program for the LargeCANDU containment. As noted in Section 2, the test Deformation Dynamse Response of Axisymmetric Solids,

model did not contain a steel liner or penetrations. It SAND 78-0422 (Albuquerque, NM: Sandia Laboratories,
should be emphasized that the BOSOR codes require October 1978).
axisymmetric modeling. sG. J. DeSalvo and J. A. Swanson, ANSYS, Engineer-

Although considerable progress has been made ing Analysis System User's Manua! (Houston, PA: Swan-
over the last 10 yr in modeling of concrete, some son Analysis Systems, Inc., August 1978).
phenomena are not well enough understood to be el. Berman, " Introduction," Engineering Computer
modeled explici+1y with confidence. For example, Software, verification, Qualification, and Certification
shear strength / stiffness after cracking and the inter- (New York, NY: American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
action of the concrete with reinforcement including 1971) pp ix-x.

doweling action can not, at present, be mode _ led with 1 MARC-CDC User Information Manual, Volume ! -
confidence. Also, the interaction of tendone with con- General Purpose Finite Element Analysis Program, Publi-
crete, including frictional forces along the length of cation No. 17309500 (Minneapolis, MN: Control Data Cor-

the tendon, can not be modeled in detail, particularly poration,1977).

for dynamic loadings. Even constitutive models for eK. J. Bathe, ADINA, A Finite Element Program for
concrete without reinforcement are either approxi- Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis, Re-

mate or so complex as to provide great difficulties in port 82448-1 (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, May 19M

implementation. The high cost of implementation is
probably not justified in most cases because none of 'D. Bushnell, " Thin Shells," Structural Mechanics

the constitutive models is widely accepted. Computer Programs, edited by W. Pilkey, K. Saczalski, and
H. Schoeffer (Charlottesville, VA: Umversity Press of Vir-The modeling of concrete containments in fine gima,1974) pp 277-358.

detail with high confidence is not possible at preser:t
and may not be practicalin the near future. Modeling, i'D. Bushnell, *BOSOR4 - Program for Stress, Buck-

ling, and Vibration of Complex Shells of Revolution," Struc-
using simplified approaches such as layer.mg of con- tural Mechanics Software Series, Vol.1, edited by N.
crete and steel, is possible, but qualification of exist- Perrone and W. Pilkey (Charlottesville, VA: University
ing or new codes is required before simplified proce- Press of Virginia,1977) pp 11-143.
dures can be used with confidence. uD. Bushnell, *BOFOR5 Program for Buckling of

Elastic-Plastic Complex Shells of Revolution Including
Large Deilections and Creep," Computers and Structures,
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5. Containment Modeling-

.

5.1 Introduction
The high costs associated with conducting full. Thus,if a reasonable number of tests are conducted in

scale tests on reactor containments make scale-model a well-planned experimental program, there is every
tests an attractive alternative. A model analysis for reason to expect that high credibility will be accorded
three types of reactor containment structures subject- to the program.
ed to three different types of loadings is presented in
Section 5.2. The three loading conditions are 5.2 Model Scaling Laws

= Internal static pressure
. Internal dynamic pressure 5.2.1 Replica Model Analysis
. Seismic loading In a replica model all parameters relating to geom-

etry, material properties, loading conditions, etc, are
The three types of reactor containment structures are scaled according to generally accepted procedures.

Table 5.2-1 lists those parameters that are judged to
Hybrid steel be relevant to the pressure or seismic testing of con-
Reinforced concrete tainment models. From this li::t,28 nondimensional pi

. Prestressed concrete terms were generated, using the Buckingham Pi Theo-
rem;8 these terms are presented in Table 5.2 2.

The failure of structural elements under a given load
condition (identified in Section 5.3) will establish the 5.2.2 inspection of Pi Terms
ultimate capacity of the containment. The conditions For a model and prototype system to be equiva-
required to establish a credible experimental program lent, only the pi terms (and not each individual pa-
are discussed in Section 5.4. rameter) have to be identical in both systems. This

In the most general sense, an experimental result principle introduces the concept of scale factor for the
is credible if it is shown to offer " reasonable grounds
, ,

various parameters in the problem.
for being believed." In this chapter, a more limited The type of model normally considered in this
definition (better suited to our problem) has been type of study is a replica one. A replica modelis built
employed. The experimental results will be considered with the same materials in corresponding model and
" credible" if it is shown that the failure mode and prototype locations, but is smaller by a geometric scale
ultimate load-carrying capacity of the mdividual factor A. In a replica model, all material properties
models tested can be correlated with those of the other such as density p , strength a, and strain rate coeffi-
models. However, the credibility of an experimental cient K are the same as in the prototype. However, noti
program cannot be established prior to obtammg and all phenomena are scaled without distortion in a repli-
evaluating the data. It is, therefore, normal to start ca model. This statement can be demonstrated by
with small-scale tests and expand the size of the investigating enh pi term. Each pi term in Table 5.2-2
experimental program after prehminary tests indicate is investigated by setting the ratio of the values for the

, ,

that correlatable results can be expected. mod el and prototype equal to unity (i.e., by equating
There are many factors that affect the credibility the pi terms for model and prototype). For example,

of a test program. However, the primary basis for consider pi term 13 which is concerned with gravita-
Judgment in model testing is the same as m other tional effects.

,

.

fields of scientific and engineering experimentation.

p), "" (pgh\, ),
[pgh\ /.

. Repeatability of experimental test results must
be demonstrated

. Test resulta must be independent of the size where the suscript m refers to the model and p refers
(scale) of the experimental item. to the prototype.
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Table 5.2-1. Ust of Parameters
Fundamental Units Reason for

Symbol Parameter of Measure t's i n g in Analysis

.

L Otaracteristic Length L

11 Other Imagths Relative to L - Ceometry
.

#1 Angles -

0 Maas Den 91ty of Concrete or Other Reference Material 2FT /L'
.

Di Density of Steel or Other Materials Relative to Ref-
erence p -

0 Characteristic Strength of Structure F/L2

Eg W uli Relative a .

Strength of

01 strengths Relative o ,
Structural Materials

v Poisson's Ratio _

5

Ni Mus6er Reinforcing Bars -

F Prestress Force in Bar F Prestress in Concrete

F Prestress Force Other Bars Relative F -i

3 Acceleration Gravity L/T2 Dead Weight Ef fects

Ki Strain Rate Coefficient FT/L2 Strain Rate

#o Denalty of Air FT /t42
,,p g

"
Po Atmospheric Pressure F/L2

* "" ** *# 1 Coefficient of Muivalent Viscous Damping TT/L

c Strain Anywhere on Structure - }
m Displacement of Any Point on Structure L |

v Velocity of Point on Structure L/T Response Being
a Acceleration of Point on Structura L/T2

t Time T

a Isakage Rate FT/L j

P Applied Maximum Pressure F/L2

T Duration of Pressure Loading T F e loading

p(t) Applied Pressure History T/L2

A Acceleration Amplitudes L/T2
1 -

V Velocity Amplitudes L/T
* ** *I Displacement Amplitudes L ,g

u Frequency 1/T
"

|T Earthqua'ae Time Duration Te

i
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Table 5.2-2. List of PI Terms
Fundamental Units Reason forSyubel Parameter of Measure t| sing in Analysis

.

'w =ig g
5

e **
*

Ceometric Similarity>

*2 * 'i '16
*

v o /2l

}SimilarDensities
v *p r =3 g g7 gjy

o

Interpret Response

}NumberofReinforcing ,aoL
*4 =N

Bars ,18i o

' m
'5 * 'i '19 ,i/2 ,1/2 2

*
,

1/2e05 =E i
6 g Constitutive Similarity w =g U2Lc

.

P'y *v T =-,

1

IP, Excitation forl '8 "7 '22 " p(t)
,

o Pressurization
Scale Atmospheric,

Conditions, yjy
'9 *23 " ,1/2s

't
2 ,1/2 ,17f } Scale Equivalent

I
A0L'10 " J Viscous Damping '24

*
a

F V c /2l

'll 2 '25 " ,1/2
~ '

,

Scale Prestress in,

Tendons

*12 =F
X Excitation for

g w *
26 L Earthquake

s

( ,W } Scale Gravitational ,uL0 1/2

(
,13

J Effects ,27 1/2
- o

0

. K Scale Strain Rate T o
'14 Effects v ~*

o /2 1 ) 28 1/2o /2 L L0
1

;

!

!

I
i
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1

lleirranging the composition of the concrete can be made,if neces.
sary, to establish the same stress-strain curves at

rp,g,L,,, scaled rates in the model. If materials being used are
j - 1.0 not very rate sensitive, then the normal dispersion in
Y' ' "

response measurements may be larger than strain rate '

effects'For a replica model, the ratio of the lengths (L./L,) is
Damp.mg is difficult to scale properly. As used m.

.

the s ale factor (A) while the density (p) and strength ,

th.is analysis, equivalent viscous damping must scale(a) are the same for model and prototype. Thus, this
. as A2, but this will not occur if the same materials are,

equation becomes
used in corresponding locations in model and proto-
type. Damping will be too high in the model. Inability

(g".A- - 1.0 to scale damping is not generally important in dynam-
E ic internal pressurization tests. However, damping isP

important in earthquake. loading experiments. During
or fabrication of a model, damping can be controlled to a

limited extent, but exact duplication of damping will
"" I

. _ not be realized. One possible procedure for treating
E, A the influence of damping involves measuring the

damping in the model and adjusting the input to an
Thus, gravity scales as the inverse of the scale factor. appropriate level.

In a manner similar to this, each pi term was
investigated. The results of this effort are given in
Table 5.2-3. Table 5.2-3. Replica Modeling Law to

If all parameters could be scaled as in Table 5.2-3, Satisty Pi Terms
all pi terms would be satisfied and no problems would
arise if the models were well built and tests carefully Scale
conducted. Close inspection of the parameters in Ta- Parameter Symbol Factor
ble 5.2-3 shows that three potential problem areas

Lengths, displacements L,x,X A
arise. These are given below the dashed line.

Angles & LOBecause a 1.0-g gravity field exists on the surface Times, durat,on t, T, T. Aiof the earth, it is difficult to test a model scaling
Vel cit,es v, V 1.0i

gravity as 1/A. Thus, pi term 13 will not scale and dead
Accelerations a, A 1/A

,

weight effects are incorrect in a replica model. A check
Stresses a 1.0of the magnitude of the dead-weight effect showed
Densities p, p. 1.0

that, for a reinforced concrete containment, stresses at
Strains e 1.0the bottom of the walls are approximately 200 psi. For
Pmsures P, p(t), P, 1.0

a free-standing steel containment, stresses are on the ,

e 1/AFrequencies
order of 750 psi. These stresses are sufficiently small

Forces F A2
to be considered insignificant relative to the strengths ,

Number of reinforcm, g bars N 1.0iof the structural materials. Therefore, distortions
Leakage rate rh A2

caused by gravitational effects in scaling should be
........................

Acceleration of gravity g 1/A
Inspection of pi term 14 reveals that the strain- Strain-rate coefficient K Ai

rate coefficient effects in the model should be smaller Equivalent viscous damping #3 A2
thin in the prototype by factor of A. For many materi-
als, increases in the rate of strain will result in slight .

chinges in yield point as well as other stress-strain NOTE: As an example of how to use this table, consider a
chrracteristics. This influence increases with the mag- scale model 1/20 the size of the prototype. This means that
nitude of the scale factor. No easy resolution exists for the scale factor A equals 1/20. Durations in the model will be

1/20 those in the prototype, but frequencies in the modelcorrecting this influence. Separate effects tests for will be 20 times higher. Forces m remforcing bars will be 1/
,

prototype and model materials at the correct zespec- 400 those m a prototype as will be the mass leakage rate. All
tive strain rates should be conducted to determine stresses and strains at scaled times will be the same in model
striin rate significance. Slight variations in the heat and prototype systems.
tr;;tment of the model steel and slight variations in
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5.2.3 Nonreplica Model Analysis On the other hand, earthquake-vibration studies
The replica mode!ing law is not the only method conducted on shaker tables have problems whenever

of satisfying all of the pi terms in Table 5.2-2. Table small replica models are used. In a replica model,
5.2-4 presents a general solution in which the densities frequency scales as 1/A, which in a 1/16-scale model-

are scaled by a factor y, the strength and stress are would mean that frequencies are 16 times greater. No

scaled by a factor a, and all significant lengths are currently available shaker tables can provide the re-
scaled by a factor A. When the factors a and y equal quired spectra.*

1.0, this general solution reduces to the replica model. The general modeling solution presented ivi Table
ing law that has already been summarized in Table 5.2-4 presents an opportunity for testing vibution
5.2-3. For static and dynamic pressure-loading mod. models at frequencies lower than those associated
els, a replica model works well. Hence, there is no need with replica models. If the strength factor (a) is less
to change materials by making a and y factors other than 1.0 and the density factor (y) is greater than 1.0,

than 1.0. models can be built whose frequencies will be lower
than those in a replica model. As an illustration,
assume a - 1/9 and y - 4.0, then, for a 1/16 scale

Table 5.2-4. General Modeling Law to model, the scale factor for frequency would be only 2.7
Satisfy Pi Terms times the frequency in a prototype rather than being

16 times greater as in a replica model.
Scale This general solution is not without problems. By

Parameter Symbol Factor obtaining a better scale factor for frequency, a re-
Lengths, displacements L,x,X A quirement for changing materials when building a
Angles e, 1.0 model has been added. In an elastic model, a change is

y A less difficult than in an inelastic model. The use ofTimes, duration t' T, T* m material substitutions is conceptually possible, but -a
many practical problems arise when the entire stress-aVelocities y, V strain curve must be s,mulated. In addition, a materialm iy

Accelerations a' A - materials for the concrete and steel. S." *" . *" ""' ** ' # "'" * "9 *

yx mce material
failure, which is an integral part of this investigation,Stresses a a
could not be accurately modeled, the utility of theDensities p, p, y

Strains e 1.0 model would be quite restricted.
A commonly used type of nonreplica model scal-Pressures P, p(t), P, a

m ing is the so-called Froude scaling. Fundamentallya
"4"'"'I'* *

y x this requires that the Froude number, V2/gL, scalem

Forces F aAs identically. The effect is that gravity scales without
Number of reinforcing bars N 1.0 distortion but time scales as A. This type scaling is

i
Leakage rate rh y *a *As useful for rigid body problems, but not for problems

where material flexibility and fracture are involved;
the material parameters such as E and ai must be. a iAcceleration of gravity g distorted. Los Alamos planned the use of this type2

Strain-rate coefficient K y%a%A scaling in a 1976 proposal to NRC fer a seismic test
i

Fauivalent viscous damping #i A2a%yw facility. No use of Froude scaling is seen for this
program.
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5.2.4 Summary
Table 5.2-6. Major Pl Terms for Seismic

For pressurization loading, the major pi terms are Excitation
shown in Table 5.2-5. These pi terms can be satisfied
using a replica model, and no major instrumentation
or loading problems exist. The scale factors for the '< " I *5"'

.

replica model were presented in Table 5.2-3. I,, _ g,
For seismic excitation, the major pi terms are ,,, , L.

li:ted in Table 5.2 6. Satisfying these pi terms is more vp*
difficult. Damping (scaled according to pi term 10) *s - Pi '"" 7
presents particular problems. Rigorously scaled

,,gdimping requires a distorted model and special test- r. - Ni ru--
ing techniques. Another problem with the use of repli-

,

*

c2 models for earthquake studies occurs when shaker m
, , _ , , , , , ,

t:.bles are used for the excitation. When the input p *a * L8
spectrum is scaled, some conflicting requirements for ta "
shaker capabilities are generated. Further discussion ** - F4 rm Lp*
of this problem is in Section 6.1. Clearly seismic-
model studies are more complex than those for inter- ApL

r -v ru-r
nr1 pressurization. #

P. Vp"
1-- 1-

a %
Tcble 5.2-5. Major Pi Terms for p. XPressurization Loading r7 '= Ee

A wLp"
ri-l n-Fi rio" ge w,% *n "r

p ,%

r -ei ra-. y T., *e

r
n- l 1.

tp,
x

ar3 = pi ra=L n-Fir
vp"

w. - Ni rn- a,

| ""' 5.3 Identification of Critical1.- a, ra-
| ,

| ni Structural Elements
! r.- F4 wa- ,

\
.

" ' " " '" i7 5.3.1 Introduction
'

P. P It is the purpose of this section to identify those
ri 7 structural elements whose failure, under a given load-.s = 7 a

p* p( ) ing condition, will establish the ultimate load-carrying
r, - - rn- capac ty of a containment structure. Once the failure

# *
modes have been identified, the model designer may

F Ta* design model structures that will adequately demon.
" ~ ~L7 " Lp* strate the behavior of the prototype structure and

satisfy all of the essential terms in the scaling laws.
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5.3.2 Identification of Critical to a prototype but made of different material. The
material must, however, have properties which can be

Structural Elements correlated with those in the prototype."1
Each of the previously discussed structural types

and loading conditions have been considered in the Model experiments are an accepted method for prob-
'

determination of critical elements,the faillire of which lem solution where prototype testing is too costly or is
could lead to containment failure. The failure modes impractical for other reasons. Replica or adequate

,

(Tables 5.3-1 to 5.3 3) are cataloged in general terms models are generally employed in structural tests that
such as meridional tension or tangential shear for involve static and impulsive loads; dissimilar material
structural elements. Where it is applicable, nonstruc- models are often employed in structural tests that
tural failures such as a seal failure at a pipe penetra- involve vibratory and thermal loadings within the
tion are also identified. Some categories overlap (e.g., elastic range. Many examples are available.8 $8
meridional and/or circumferential bending will be The need for adequate model: in the program
present in a buckling " failure," but all three are listed becomes apparent when one considers the replica
in separate catagories). After general failure modes modeling cost of the welds that join the plates in free-
have been identified, individual structural compo- standing steel containments. These welds are made in
nents are identified (e.g., the steel liner plates in a the following manner. A certified welder places a
reinfore-d concrete containment: the welds joining the section of weld bead. The bead is then cleaned and
liner plates together; and the individual reinforcing ground to present a surface suitable for nondestruc-
bars). tive testing. If nondestructive testing indicates crack-

The critical components were selected after a ing, the weld bead is removed and replaced. This
detailed review of the construction drawing of three process is difficult, costly, and time consuming on the
plants and a general review of the Safety Analysis prototype. When it is recognized that many properly
Reports of similiar plants. The prototype plants for sequenced passes are required on both sides of the
determination of critical components are: steel plate at each joint, the difficulty and cost of

replica modeling these welds becomes apparent. It is
Free-Standing Steel - Watts Bar 1 and 2, estimated that the cost of a %-scale free-standing
Reinforced Concrete - Salem 1 and 2, and steel containment would increase by $3M if replica
Prestressed Concrete - South Texas 1 and 2. welding of joints is required. Therefore, " adequate"

modeling of the weld will be used and separate effects
tests will check the adequacy of the model welds.

While welding is the largest single-cost item, there5.3.3 Adequate and Replica Models are many other areas where model cost reduction can
Before the different types of containment models be achieved by the use of adequate models. For exam-

are discussed, certain terms will be def~ ed. ple, the Watts Bar containment structure is attachedm

to its concrete base by 360 anchor bolts. These bolts
Model "A modelis a device which is related to a provide only a tensile load capability. Under static-
physical system such that observations on the model pressure and impulsive loading conditions, it would
may be used to predict accurately the performance of be sufficient to model the distributed load-deflection
the physical system in the desired respect."8 characteristics of the hold-down bolts rather than
Prototype "A physical system for which the pre- replicating each of the 360 bolts (assuming that bolt
dictions are to be made is called the prototype."8 failure is not being investigated). Seismic loading

Replica Model "A (replica model is a) physical presents a more complicated problem. At this time,

model of a prototype which is geometrically similar in adequacy of not modeling individual bolts is question-
able for seismic tests and would not be recommendedall respects to the prototype and employs identically

the same materials at similar locations."1 without further study.,

Considerable economy can be ach,eved throughi
Adequate Model " Adequate Models are models the use of adequate scale models. For example, a
from which accurate predictions of one characteristic " replica" 1/20-scale model of a free-standing steel-

of the prototype may be made, but which will not containment is estimated to cost $167 000 in 1981. An
necessarily yield accurate predictions of other charac- adequste 1/20-scale model for pressurization tests of
teristics "8 the same structure is estimated to cost as little as
Dissimilar Material Models "A dissimilar ma- $50 000, depending upon which features are not repli-
terial model is a model which is geometrically similar cated but treated in an " adequate" manner.
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Table 5.3-1. Failure Modes and Critical Components for
Free-Standing Steel Containments

Failure Modes and % % 1/10 1/20 1/50 .

Critical Componenta Loading Scale Scale Scale Scale Scale
'

Hoop Tension
Plate E, P n' v v n' v
Welds EP *** x x x x

*

Stiffeners E, P v v n' v
Meridional Tension
Plate S.E.P ** v *" >" *"
Welds S.E.P n't x x x x
*tiffeners S.E.P v >" *' v x

Meridional Bending
Plate S.E.P ** v n' - v
Welds S.E.P *** x x x x
Stiffeners S,E,P v n' v v

Iaal Bending @ Penetrations
Plate S.E P v v v e- *"
Welds S,E,P *"a s x x x
Stiffeners S.E.P v 6- ** *' x

Tangential Shear
Plate S *" v n' ' V
Welds S vi x x x x

Radial Shear @ Access Porta
Plate S.E,P n' 6' v 6" *"
Welds S E.P 78 x x x x
Stiffeners S.E,P n' *" v v s

Radial Shear @ Base
Plate S.E P ** v v v s'
Welds S.E P *** x x x x
Stiffeners S,E,P v v 6' v s

Shell Buckling
Plate SE v s' v v v
Stiffeners S, E *" 6' v 6' x

Pipe Penetration Seal S,E,P v v s' x x

Equipment Hatch

Membrane Tension
Plate E, P v v v v x
Welds EP vi x x x x

Support Ring Collapse E, P v v v *" x

Bolt Overstress
Bolt S.E P n' *" *" 7 x
Support S.E P v v v 6' x

Shell Buckling S,E,P 6" v *" 6" x

Personnel Lock

Bending
Plate S,E,P 6" e v v s

( Welds S.E P *"I x x x x

Shear
Plate S.E.P v v v v x *

Welds S.E.P 6't x x x x
' Locking Mechanism S.E.P v v *" x x

Foundation Settlement S z x x x x
*

S - Seismic
E - Internal Explosion
P - Internal Static Pressure
* Conductivity le not scaled, Le., heat effected mores, residual stresses, etc, are not the same in
model and prototype unless the parta are stress-relieved.
v - Will scale
x = Will not scale
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Table 5.3-2. Failure Modes and Critical Components for
Reinforced Concrete Containments

Failure Modes and % % 1/10 1/20 1/50
*

Critical Componenta loading Scale Scale Scale Scale Scale
Meridional Tension
Rebar S.E.P vi vi vi v8 x,

Hoop Tension
Rebar EP V8 vi vi vi

Longitudinal Compression
(concrete crushing, spalling, scab-
bing) S v v v x x

Tangential Shear
Concrete S v v v x x
Lacing S v v v x x
Stirrups S v v v x x

Radial Shear
Concrete S,E,P v v v x x
Lacing S,E,P v v v x x
Stirrups S.E.P v v v x x

Longitudinal Bending S.E,P v v v x x

Circumferential Bending S v v v x x

Shell Buckling S v v v v x

Pipe Penetration Seal S,E,P v v v x x

Fauipment Hatch

Membrane Tension
Plate E, P v v v v x
Welds E. P v8 v v v x

Support Ring Collapse E, P v v v v x

Bolt Overstresa
Bolt S,E,P v v v v x
Support S,E,P v v v v x

Shell Buckling S,E,P v v v v x

Personnel L ok

Bending
Plate S,E,P v v v v x
Welds S,E,P v' x x x x

Shear
Plate S.E.P v v v v x
Welds S,E,P v8 x x x x

Locking Mechanism S.E P v v v x x

Liner Failure
Plate S.E.P v v v v x
Welds S,E,P v8 x x x x

*

Foundation Settlement S x x x x x

* S - Seismic
E - Internal Explosion
P - Internal Static Pressure
Cadwelde are not simulated exactly.

8 Conductivity is not scaled; i.e., heet effected mones, residual stresses, etc, are not the same in
model and prototype unless the parts are streme-relieved.
v - Will scale
x - Will not scale
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Table 5.3-3. Failure Modes and Critical Components for
Prestressed Concrete Containments

Fa3ure Modes and u 'cs 1/10 1/20 1/50
'

Critical Componenta I m ding Scale Scale Scale Scale Scale
Meridional Tension
Rebar S.E.P vi vi vi vi *

Tendona S.E.P v v v s a

Hoop Tension
Rebar E. P v5 vi v' v8 :

Tendone E. P v v v x x

Longitudinal Compression
(concrete crushing, spalling,
acabbing) S v v v x x

Tangential Shear
Concrete S v v v x x
Stirrups S v v v z x

Radial Shear
Concrete S.E.P v v v x x
Stirrups S.E.P v v v x x

Longitudinal Bending S.E.P v v v x x

Circumferential Hending S v v v x x

Shell Buckling S v v v v x

Tendon Anchor
Bearing Failure (concrete) S.E,P v v v x x
Tendon Terminator S.E,P v x x x x

Pipe Penetration-Seal S.E.P v v v x x

Equipment flatch

Membrane Tension
Plate E. P v v v v x
Welds E, P v8 x x x x

St pport Ring Collapse E, P v v v v x

Holt Overstress
Holt S,E,P v v v v x
Support S,E,P v v v v x

Shell Buckling S.E P v v v v x

Personnel Look

Bending
Plate S.E.P v v v v x
Welds S,E,P v8 x x x x

Shear
Plate S.E.P v v v v x
Welds S,E,P 78 x x x x

Locking Mechanism S.E.P v v v x x

Liner Failure
*Plate S.E.P v v v s x

Welds S.E.P v8 x x x x

Foundation Settlement S x x x x x

S - Seismic
E - Internal Explosion
P = Internal Static Pressure
'Cadwelds are not simulated exactly.
8 Conductivity is not scaled;i.e., heat effected zones, residual stresses, etc, are not the same in
model and prototype unless the parts are stress-relieved.
v - Will scale

- Will not scale
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Adequ , models do have limitations. The most . The model scale must be chosen such that the
severe limitation is the elemination of some failure characteristics that are to be determined in the
modas. For example, if the containment liner plates test are accurately represented in the model.
are not joined by replica welds, the failure of welded

, , . The scale model must be fabricated with suffi-jomts will not be modeled properly. Therefore, it is
cient care to insure that failure mechanismspossible to unknowingly ch,mmate a potential failure

mechamsm m an adequate model. which are not present in the prototype cre not
introduced into the model.,

. The test methods must be such that failure5.3.4 Relationship Between Failure mode (s) are not introduced or ehm, ated in them
Modes and Scale Factors structure es a result of test procedures or test

Results of failure mode investigations are summa- facilities.
rized in Tables 5.3-1 through 5.3-3. The components . Instrumentation of sufficient accuracy and sen-
of concrete containments that may fail in meridional sitivity to record all phenomena ofinterest must
or hoop tension are the rebar and tendons. The rebar be employed.
can be properly scaled to models of 1/20-scale except
that the Cadwelds that join the large rebar cannot be . Adequate analytical support must be incorpo-
duplicated in model scale; however, these joints have rated into all phases of the experimental plan.

been established to be stronger than the rebar. There- . Repeatability of experimental results must be
fore, the Cadwelds can be omitted from the model. demonstrated.
Tendons can be scaled in models as small as 1/10-
scale. Failures associated with the tendon anchors are Each of the above items form an integral part of this
listed separately. It is not expected that the tendon program.
anchors can be duplicated in models smaller than 1/4-
scale. Similar considerations also apply to the rein- 5.4.2 Required Number of Tests
forced-concrete containments. As noted previously, An important element of an experimental pro-welds can not be practically replicated; however, the

gram is repetition of experiments to prove reproduc-
liner can be modeled m scales as small as 1/50-th. ibility of results. It cannot be overemphasized that

Failure modes for steel containment structures reproducibility of results must be demonstrated be-
are described in Table 5.3-1. The fine detail required

fore conclusions can be drawn. For each individualto model stiffeners makes these costly and perhaps experiment, a sound statistical treatment of all mea-impractical to mclude m models smaller than 1/20
sured data (both control and iesponse) is required
prior to considering the experiment complete. Thefany items may be adequately represented in results of this complete experiment must then be

i small scale models, even though they have not been
demonstrated as reproducible by repetition; i.e., the

. replicated. The tie-down bolts mentioned previously
experiment must be conducted again in as nearly the

! are an example of this. Thus, one must view the Xs in
**** *annu as p ss ne n h tb upes

Tables 5.31 through 5.3 3 as question marks. At least ,

menter,s ability and random factors.one test at a sufficiently large scale coupled with
separate effects tests and analysis are needed to elimi- Random factors will always be present. They may

nate questions concerning the credibility of small be associated with model fabrication, load applica-

scale models. tion, response measurement, material variability, or
other variables. The variations between experiments

5.4 Credibility of Test Results will pnde a scatter in the results of seemingly
identical experiments. Therefore, the results are re-
producible if the measured response in all attempts
fall within an acceptable scatter band. Careful error

5.4.1 Introduction analysis is necessary to determine an acceptable scat-
1 In the development of a model test pregram, there ter band. In complicated experiments with multiple

are several requirements that lead to credible tests responses it is possible that only some responses will
results, be reproducible.

While the principle of reproducibility must be

| . A sound theoretical basis for the model design, followed, restraint with regard to economics and time
, the test loading, and interpretation of test data facters must be exercised. Therefore, this program will
! must be established. begin with two or three experiments at the smallest
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i

scele. If these give reproducible resulta in all principal Referesesresponses (notably failure), the experiments at the
nzxt larger scale will then begin. 8W. E. Baker, P. S. Westine, and F. T. Dodge. Similar-

lit the event that reproducibility cannot be dem. ity Methods in Engineering Dynamics (Rochelle Park, NJ: -

lisyden B k Company, Inc.,1973).onstrated at the smaller scale, the larger scale experi-
] m:nts will be deferred pending resolution'of the prob. 2C. A. Anderson, R. C. Dove, and R. L. Rhorer.. A

Irm. Additional smaller scale experiments may be h Posal for a Seismic Facility for Reactor Safety Re- *
4

required before the larger tests are conducted. se reh, LA-NUREG-6388-P (Los Alamos, NM: Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, July 1976).

The above procedure w.ll insure that results ob-i

ttined represent behavior to be espected in prototype 8G. Murphy, Similitude in Engineering (New York:
Roland Press,1950).containments and do not merely represent some

enomaly resulting from model fabrication, experimen. *l1. L. Langhaar, Dimensional Analysis and Theory of
til techniques, or other variables. For those features Models (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,1951).

thtt are included in the scale models, conducting 6'Models of Concrete Structures - State-of-the-Art,"
several reproducible model testa at different scales Report No. ACI 444-79, Concrete International, January
yields a higher level of confidence in the results than 1979-'

would be obtained from conducting a single test on an
i actual full-size containment structure.
1

.
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6. Experimental Alternatives
.

6.1 Introduction
Useful experiments on containment models re. pressure. In addition to simulating the pressure test-

quire accurate knowledge and control of the applied ing of actual containments, this pretest will provide an
loadings and careful measurement of the resulting opportunity for a function check of test facilities,
model response. Loading techniques for each of the instrumentation, and pressure. sealing interfaces be-
three categories (static pressurization, dynamic pres- tween the model and the test equipment. Also, checks
surization, and seismic) considered for this program for manufacturing defects in the model can be con-
are discussed in Section 6.2. Suitable facilities are ducted during this pretest period.
considered in Section 6.3 and Appendix B. Instrumen- Pressurization to failure will be conducted in
tatior, and techniques for measuring model response steps so that the rate of leakage or lack of rr.easurable
are outlined in Section 6.4. leakage can be determ!wl. The pressure will be slowly

raised to a specified value; 3e input will be shut off;
the pressure will be monitorec ror a length of time;

6.2 Experimental Techniques and the test will continue to the net pressure level. If
high-leakage rates are encountered before a rupture,
the specified pressure level will be maintained, using a

6.2.1 Static Pressure Loading pressure control device; the mass flow rate into the
Of the three types of loadings discussed in this model will be measured.

plan, procedures for static prereurization are the most
straightforward. Several methods of loeding are avail-
able. Pressurization can be acmmpliched pneumati- 6.2.2 Dynamic Pressure Loading
cally with a gas such as nitrogen, or hydraulically with The dynamic pressure loadings of interest in this
water. Although pressurization with water is safer, it program are characterized by a pressure spike of large
has certain disadvantages for this program. The stat- magnitude and short duration (on the order of a few
ic-head differential from top to bottom of a large milliseconds), followed by a period of transients and
model would be significant (on the order of 10 psi for a reflected pulses that are superimposed on the residual
%-scale model). Also, the leakage characteristics of pressure level. Quantities that can have a profound
water are different from those of air; as noted previ- effect upon the structural response include the dura-
ously, leakage is an important response parameter. tion and peak magnitudes of the initial spike, the

Some of the hazards associated with pneumatic magnitude of the initial and final static-pressure lev-
pressurization can be minimized by the use of a gr.s els, and the frequency and magnitude of the reflected
(such as nitrogen) that will not support corabustion. spikes. These quantities, which may vary spatially in
However, some hazard will still exist since the large the structure, are scenario and structure dependent.
potential energy stored in a gas, which is highly com- Indeed, defining all these quantities with confidence
pressible, can lead to missile generation if a sudden for a given hydrogen detonation in a prototype con-
rupture occurs. Therefore, a remote or protected site tainment may not be possible. Therefore, experimen-

"

is required if gas pressurization is used. We believe tally modeling a particular hydrogen accident in a
that the inconvenience of protected siting is a small prototype containment is not possible at this time. In
penalty to pay to achieve the realism offered by gas ar;y case, the goal of determining the " ultimate capaci-
pressurization over hydraulic loading. A conceptual ty"of the containment could not be reached if specific
design of a suitable test setup is presented in Figure scenarios were replicated. Thus the dynamic loadings
6.2-1. used in this program will have characteristics similar

Testing will include an initial pressurization to to those of hydrogen-detonation accidents, but specif-
1.15 of design pressure and a leak check at design ic events will not be replicated.
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Figure 6.2-1. Test Facility for Static Pressurization *-
,

A single loading that ruptures a model provides / i

little insight into the capacity of the model. The model , , . ' . . ., ,,c,,,,,,,
N 3uneriments with dynamic pressurization will, there- t

foie, begin with testa involving small* pressure pulses ' _ . , 8/#.// y
and progiess to tests with increasingly larger pulses; [/

/'thus the ultimate capacity of the containment can be a .-- -.

' ' " * * " * ' " * "
established. Before dynamic tests on models begin, a

. *
,

loading procedure that is reliable and that will allow
th3 formation of pressure pulses of varying and pre-

'

j<
~

:.dictable intensity must be developed. A pulse-calibra- . g

tion chamber, as illustrated in Figure 6.2-2, will be -
: , . , , , .

' 7 'r -*--*required. The chamber will allow experinentation /,,// .

with a variety of gaseous mixtures or solid emplosives; g' M, , , , , , ,

it will be instrumented sufficiently to allow a complete T : T 4

bers may be required so that scaling effects for the test i e
''|d:finition of the pressure pulse. Different size cham- ; ,

'

i

technique can be determined. (e ,.
'

Detailed experimental techniques for dynamic / - ,-
pressurizat:on can not be established until a loading f'Q

'

'/#/jtechnique has been developed. Experience gained i

from static tests of containment models will be useful ,,,,,,,,,,,,,f,,,,,,,
,

! in developing the experimental techniques. It is clear,
~ ' ' ' " ' - " " * ' " " ,'| however, that remote or protected sites are required. ,

!- i'
i It is anticipated that the sites used for static pressuriz- ,

^

tion will (with minor modification) be suitable for the e .in 9.2-2. Pulse Calibration Chamber
'

dynansic p.ressurization tests. -

i ,
'

l . 2.3 Seismic Loading

|,
The type of facility and the choice of input for

siesmic expriments are interdependent. A base exci-
tation facility such as a rhaker table allows the largest'

*The size of a pressure pulse can be changed by varying the choice of input types. Many of the input types dis-magnitude, ouratsori,At the shape. Until further investiga- . .

tion is conducted, it is assumed that the pulse can be cussed in the following paragraphs are possible only|.
I characterized by the total impulse. with a shaker facility.
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6.2.3.1 Seismic input Definition containment model, relating the output to seismic
The input used for the seismic loading of contain- response may not be possible. Quasi-static and impul-

ment models must be reMeentative of actual earth- sive testa can also be used to investigate the capacity

quakes and, more important perhaps, representative of the structure to one or more lateral loadings. How-'

of the input specifications for a seismic design. Ob- ever, quasi-static tests will not produce a distribution
,

i taining the proper input on models of appropriate of forces that is the same as the inertial forces in an
.

scale will be difficult, earthquake.

i The current design practice for defining seismic
excitation is to use a design response spectrum that 6.2.3.2 Seismic Loading Devices
has been normalized to a maximum ground accelera- Two classes of devices are used for earthquake'

tion.' The maximum ground displacement is propor- loadings: base excitation and forcing devices. The
i tional to the maximum ground accckation (presently latter category includes a variety of eccentric mass

36 in, for 1.0 g for site-independent spectra).8 Estab- devices, hydraulic actuators, cutters, and pulsers that
, , lished procedures exist for normalizing the spectrum apply time-varying (often sinusoidal) forces to one or

,

j to any maximum ground acceleration / displacement.8 more points on the structure while the base is con.
F However, a unique transformation between a response strained. Although these devices are suitable for in-
I spectrum and base input to the structure does not vestigating the modai properties of elastic structures
i exist. The duration of the earthquake is not specified they are generally unsuitable for this program because

by a response spectrum; strong-motion duration is the manner and location of the input affects the
particularly important when inelastic response and output and the eventual failure mechanism.

,

cyclic degradation occur, as they will in tests to failure For base excitation, two types of desices are cur-
1 of containment models. rently used: shaker facilities and explosives. It is not

Several procedures exist for generating artificial presently clear which is more suitable for this program
time histories that are compatible with a specified or whether another technique must be developed.

; response spectrum (see Reference 3 for a short re- Shaker tables can be controlled to provide time-
view). A single time-history (either artificial or real) history, power-spectral-density, and sinusoidal dwell

! could be specified for this program; however, to deter- inputs; however, each shaker facility has kinematic -
mine the " ultimate capacity"of the containment mod- and force limitations that limit the size of the model'

el, tests of varying intensity must be conducted. The and/or the magnitude of input that can be used. As
acceleration at each point in time of a base accelero- will be discussed in Section 6.3, no existing shaker
gram can be amplified by a constant factor. Alterna- facility has the capacity to fail the medium to large-
tively, the response spectrum can be scaled according scale models anticipated for this program. Another
to established procedures and time-histories of vary- disadvantage of shaker tables is that, for the larger

,

i inr intensity generated. models, it may be necessary to construct the models
An alternative to using time-history input is to adjacent to or on the shaker table.

I specify the power-spectral density, which can be ap- Alt' hough high-intensity ground motions are pos-
proximated from the response spectrum.8 The spec- sible with buried explosives, the durations of large
tral density can be multiplied by a time function to excitations to date have been very short.' A technique
account for the nonstationary nature of an actual developed by SRI International 8 uses relatively small
earthquake; by changing the magnitude of the time amounts of explosives and sequencing of arrays may
function, the intensity of the earthquake can be varied be a feasible approach to extending the duration of
for different tests. Unfortunately, the automatic ap- excitation. Another disadvantage of explosive testing
plication of a time function that modifies the spectral is that remote siting is required for testing with buried
density is not a standard feature on existing shaker explosives. To limit soil damping, it may be desirable;

- facilities. to anchor the foundation of the model to rock beds.
.

Other types of input are possible but they can not Underground nuclear testa also provide signifi-
be directly correlated with design spectrum. If sinu- cant ground motions, but the intensity at sites that
soldal-dwell tests are conducted, the shaker facility have suitable frequency content is too low.e Also, only;

must have sophisticated output control because, for one event is available at each test site and logistics'

inelastic response with cyclic degradation, the fre- make testing very difficult.7
i quency of the input must be adjusted continually to Additional study is required before an input and

| obtain a pseudo-resonance condition.' Although dwell loading device for the earthquake experiments can be
tests will yield insight into the lateral capac'ty of the selected or developed for this program.

i+

t
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6,3 Survey of Test Facilities areas would require site work, but support racilities
and experienced personnel are available.A limited survey has been conducted to determine

th2 capabilities of existing test facilities. Facilities for
conducting pressurization experiments and seismic 6.3.2 Seismic Facilities
experiments are discussed in Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.2, Results of a survey of existing shaker facilities
respectively. Results of a survey of existing full-size (from Reference 8, with additions and modifications)
structures that might be suitable for use as test speci- are presented in Table 6.3-1. Minimum input require-
mins are contained in Appendix B. ments for replicating a design-response spectrum

from Regulatory Guide 1.602 are presented in Table
6.3-2. A 1.0-g normalization has been selected to
demonstrate trends; however, to be reasonably confi-

6.3.1 Pressurization Facilities dent of inducing failure in a containment, a capability
As noted previously, the static and dynamic pres- to replicate a full-scale spectrum approaching 4 g is

surization tests are hazardous and will require remote probably required (4 g at full-scale corresponds to 32 g
or protected facilities. Facilities that were designed for at 1/8 scale when replica scaling is used). Therefore,
testing components using high explosives are available although precise facility requirements for this pro-
ct Sandia, Albuquerque. Models on the order of 1/50 gram have not been formulated, it is clear that no
to 1/25 scale can be accominodated. Indoor laboratory single existing or planned facility can meet the re-
freilities can be used for 1/50-scale models. Existing quirements for the range of scales discussed in this
outdoor facilities consisting of five-sided " bang-boxes" plan. Even the impressive facility under construction
miy be used for models up to 1/25-scale. Instrumenta- at Tadotsu Engineering Laboratory in Japan may be
tion bunkers, communications facihties, electric pow- incapable of failing a 1/4- or 1/8-replica scale model.*
cr, end access roads are available at these sites. A facility large enough to use a base-excited,

Models larger than 1/25 scale can not be accom- response-controlled, hydraulically actuated table for
modated in the existing Sandia test facilities; however, tests to failure at 1/4 or 1/8 scale is probably within
models to approximately 1/8 scale could be construct- current technology; however, such a facility does not
ed and tested in Sandia's Area III complex. Facilities presently exist and would cost several hundred million
such as bunkers, electrical power, and access roads dollars to construct. The Japanese Tadotsu facility,
must be provided. Such facilities have frequently been which has been several years in construction, was built
constructed for other Sandia testa. at a cost between $80M and $200M. Therefore, it is

If a 1/4-scale model is tested, a site more remote anticipated that shaker tables will not be used for the
thin Area III is required. Candidate test areas are large scale tests in this program. For small scale
Sindia's Coyote Canyon Test Area located approxi- experiments, some existing shaker facilities may be
m;tely 12 miles southeast of the laboratory in the suitable; additional investigation is needed to deter-
M mzano Mountains and Sandia's Tonopah Test mine precise facility requirements and to match avail-
Range located near Tonopah, Nevada. Both of these able facilities with these requirements.

|
|
,

!

l

.
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Table 6.3-1. Characteristics of Seismic Shaker Test Facilities

Max Max 2-g
* Weight Weight Approx Freg

Control Table Si e Test Item Test Item Max Displ. Max Force Maximumt

Facility Axes (ft) (kib) (klb) (in.) (klb) (Hz)
,

Tadotsu Eng Lab 2 49x49 2,210 3.9 V 7,280 V
7.9 H 6,600 H 30

Corps of Eng 2 12x12 810 13 2.75 V 810 V 200
Construction Eng 5.75 H 450 H
Research Lab

Hill AFB A 2 262 ft* 87 200 55
B 2 108 ft2 4.5 5 100 500

Univ. of CA 2 20x20 120 30 4.0 V 100 V 50
12.0 H 210 H

Wyle Labs A 2 4x4 3 3 (both) 25 V 500
B 1 6.7x8.3 12 3 80 250
C 1 5x17 40 40 5.5 150 500
D 2 9x12 10 8 (both) 31 70
E 2 8x8 6 9V 36 V 70

12 H 29 H

Westinghouse
Astronuclear Lab 1 8x16 180 20 20 55 33

'

Acton 2 36 ft8 8 26 26 200

SNL 1 4x6 10 8 40 0.1 - 500

White Sands A 1 5x5 24 12 10 24 >100
Missile Range B 1 None 40 20 4 40 >100

Southwest -

Research Inst. 2 4x4 6 6.6 V 20 V 100
6.6 H 10 H:

|

Battelle 2 28 ft2 1.5 4 6 50

Systems Controls 1 35 ft8 2 6 2 33

(
-

!

'
.

f
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necessitate temperature measuremt.nts in suitable lo-
Table 6.3-2. Minimum input Requirements cations.
t3 Replicate a 1.0-g Horizontal Response All the foregoing measurements will be recorded
Spectrum in the appropriate way, either on film, magnetic tape,

or as digitized data for computer storage. Thorough
Scale of Maximum and consistent error analysis will be performed on
Replica Accelerationt Displacementt Frequency 2 each piece of measured data so that the results derived
Model (g) (in.) (Hz) -

from the data may be stated precisely w.th knowni
Full 1.0 36 33 errors and confidence.

Data measured and recorded will be reduced to
8

1/16 16.0 2.2 530 engineering units, the appropriate errors will be asso-

1/32 32.0 1.1 1100 ciated with the measurement, and the results present-
ed in a form that best describes the relationship
between fundamental quantities. The confidence and

8 Full scale site-independent spectrum normalized to 1.0 g accuracy associated with ach relationship will be;

from Req. Guide 1.60.8 established and stated.
2hi .ximum required frequency for full scale is assumed to be
th2 lowest frequency at which no amplification of ground
motion is specified in Reference 2. References

1-Seismic Analysis and Design," Ch 5 of Structural
Analysis and Design of Nuclear Power Plant Facilities,

6,4 Instrumentation Manual No. 58 (New York: Ameriran Society of Civil Engi-

Instrumentation of the modeled containment neers,1980).

structure has three purposes. The instrumentation 2" Design Response Spectra for Nuclear Power Plants,"
must Regulatory Guide L60 (Washington, DC: US Atomic Ener-

gy Commission, December 1973).
+ Detect failure of the containment structure
+ Provide adequate data to evaluate the validity 8A. Preumont,"A Method for Generation of Artifical

'1h ake Accelerograms," Nucl Eng and D,59,1980, pp
of computer codes to predict the static and $7,3
dynamic response of the containment structure

+ Provide accurate data to evaluate the actual 'C. J. Higgins, R. L Johnson, and G. E. Triandafilidis,
. . "The Simulation of Earthquake.Like Ground Motions With

applied loads for correlation with the responses. High Explosives" (Albuquerque, NM: University of New
High demand will be placed upon the instrumenta. Mexico, July 1978).

tion, because both elastic and plastic deformation of sH. E. Lindberg, G. R. Abrahamson, and J. R. Bruce,
thm structure must be measured. In local regions of the untitled paper in Proceedings, Sixth National Meeting of
structure, the testa may completely destroy the integ. the Universities Council for Earthquake Engineering Re-

search (Urbana. Champaign, IL: University of Illinois, Mayrity of the structure.
12,1980) pp 174-176.

| Failure-detection instrumentation may include
l photographic / video recording for visual reconstruc. 8T. C. Bache, W. E. Farrell, and D. G. Lambert,, Block

M ti n Estimates From Seismological Observatsons oftion; acoustic monitoring for indications of leaking or Mighty Epsc and Diablo Hawk, DNA 5007F (La Jolla, CA:
cricking; pressure and mass-flow monitoring for leak- System Science and Software, June 1979).
rite determination; sampling of trace elements for

7S. L Blouin, J. L Bratton, and E. H. Bultmann,le:k detection; and kinematic measurements for de-
. . Earthquake Ground Motion Simulation Study, EPRI NP-

tection of sudden changes that imply failure. These 1387, TPS 79-734 (Albuquerque, NM: Civil Systems Incor-
snd other kinematic measurements will establish the porated, April 1980).
response of the model to the pressure loading. Re-

,
8C. A. Anderson, R. C. Dove, and R. L. Rhorer, A

| sponse measurements will use displacement and Proposal for a Seismic Facility for Reactor Safety Re-
strain gages as the fundamen%1 transducer types with search, LA-NUREG-6388-P (Los Alamos, NM: Los Alamos'

other techniques such as birefringent coatings and Scientific Laboratory, July 1976).
,

interoferrometric or laser-ranging systems as auxiliary er. Ohmori, and N. Kobayashi,"Large-Scale High Per-
d: vices to permit certain areas to be investigated more formance Vibration Table in Japan," unpublished paper,
thoroughly or more conveniently. 1980.

Pressure measurement for accurate monitoring of toy. Ohsaki,"New Approaches to a Seismic Design and
loading will be required. Accurate pressure measure- Testing in Japan," Nuclear Engineering International, Jan-
m;nts, and even some response measurements, will uary 1980, pp 47-49.
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7. Summary and Preliminary Plans.

.

Three different types of containment structures configurations will be considered along with a further
will be considered in this program: investigation of testing techniques.

The experimental portion of the program will use
. Hybrid steel (ice condenser and MKIII) scale models. Many features in the models will repli-

Reinforced concrete cate features in full-size containments. Adequate
. Prestressed concrete modeling will be used where necessary because of

economic constraints. At present, scales of between %
The specific loading conditions to be considered are and 1/32 are anticipated for the steel models. Models

of about 1/10 scale are anticipated for the concrete
. Static internal pressurization models. Concrete presents modeling difficulties at
. Dynamic internal pressurization smaller scales; further investigation will be conducted
. Seismic loadings prior to concrete-model design and construction.

Analytical effort will parallel the experiments.
Although nine combinations of containment types Preliminary analyses will be conducted to gain insight

and loading conditions can be postulated, not all into the nonlinear behavior of containments at load-
combinations will be investigated. Funding con- ings approaching those required to cause rupture and
straints, NRC priorities, and other factors will dictate to identify problem areas for future analytical and
priorities and an order ofinvestigation. At the present experimental work. After testing of a configuration is
time it is anticipated that the static pressurization of completed, the analytical and experimental results
hybrid-steel containments will be investigated first. will be compared in an attempt to qualify the analyti-
Static pressurization is the most straightforward of cal methods for structures and loadings of the type

,

the loading conditions; hybrid-steel containments tested. Computer code modifications will be under-
have the lowest design pressure and may be the most taken if necessary. In addition to investigating the
susceptible to failure caused by a hydrogen deflagra- adequacy of complex computer codes, the applicabil-
tion / detonation. ity of hand-calculations based upon the properties

Additional work is necessary to develop loading and loading of gross sections will be investigated.
techniques for the dynamic-pressurization and seis- Detailed plans for the analysis and testing of each

,
mic experiments. Indeed, a meaningful seismic test to combination of loading and containment type will be

I destruction of a concrete containment model may not formulated prior to initiation of testing of that config-
be possible with existing techniques and equipment. uration. Modifications and additions to the work pre-
Compromises in experimental objectives and model sented herein will be reported as appropriate.

|
|
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APPENDIX A

Reactor Containment Structures

A1 Classification of Containment
Structures

This appendix contains a tabulation of 181 LWR base date. The subsequent cancellation of two plants
containment structures. The basis for the tabulation (North Anna 4 and Forked River) is also noted in
is the set ofland-based light-water commercial-power Section A3.
reactors listed in Reference 1 as either operating reac-
tors or docketed proposed plants. The containment

Table A1-1. Steel BWR Containmentsstructures are cataloged in Section A3 by
other Steel Freestandmg

Light-Bulbfrorus MARK !! Steet
. LWR Type (BWR or PWR) urax a pr,.uanx unax iii

. Type of Pressure Suppression System operating plants 20 4
Humbolt Bay is inh! ARK I this category

h! ARK Il piani, ,,p.,,,a ,,
h1 ARK III be P'"+d ia ===*-

Pre-h1 ARK $ls''$|"o *n'a
6

Ice-Condenser 12 N 82 i

Subatmospheric Operation P''at* *=P'cted to be

Atmospheric Operation Without Pressure Sup- $,*'$' r",""''''
inws2 2 i epression
Phnu ch m. Containment Structure Configuration
, t , , , ,

. Containment Structure Construction hiaterial commneiei opera.

Steel t' " d't' '**d a 'a-

definite 7
Reinforced Concrete
Prestressed Concrete The ie-. hybr.d i .a r e .t.a.n. .ie.i d mim6.n.e.w
Hybrid Steel (steel shell and reinforced concrete
base)*

Table A1-2. Concrete BWR ContainmentsThe information contained in Section A3 is sum.
marized in Tables Al-1 through Al-5. Pre.iro.ed

,

! The primary sources of information for contain. Ddormed Bar Remforems Remforcing

"^**' " ^ " * " " ^ * * ' ' ' " * " * "ment structure classifications were the plant Final
O 'ratia8 P anta 2P lSafety Analysis Reports (FSAR), if available; if not,

; the plant Preliminary Safety Analysis Reporta Ptanjp ,,.

(PSAR). In a number of cases (approximately 85 out ciai oper. tion be-

( of 181), other sources -88 were used when FSAR and i*"",8 5 8o'ad2
, , , ,

| PSAR information was not available or could not be pi,,,,,,,,,,.
! used. The scheduled completion dates for units that piaced ia commerciai'

are in the planning or construction phase were ob- L'@ d"' 3 , ,
tained from Reference 11 and have a June 30,1980 pi,,,,,,,,,,,,<

planned. but have the
commercial opera-
taon data it.ted as in-

*The terms hybrid steel and free-standing steel are used definite 3

interchangeably.
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A2 Accuracy of ClassificationsTable A1-3. Prestressed Concrete PWR
The information contained in Section A3 wasC;ntainments (atmospheric)

obt uned from the sources referenced abo.'e. However,
there were conflicts in the classification of some of thesi, auttre

ne.gn Three Butuese Deein" cont 9|DmentS. Where possible the FSAR or PSAR on
Shallow Shallow Hems other
Dome he Dome Daign, the plant .in question was reviewed to determine con-

operating planta 15 5 1 3
was contacted' to determ.me containment classifica-pi,,, ,, ,

be placed ia commer- tion. It is our opinion that Section A3 is generally
jg'g correct, but may, in a few cases, be in error. The data.
12/ sus 2 2 2 sample is large enough (181 containments) so any
Plats enputed ta be error that would result in changing a plant contain-
$,$'" '*"****' ment classification would not significantly alter the
12/31/82 e 14 3 data base presented in Section A3 nor the conclusions

Fwhed ,Rjn derived therefrom., ,

PLnta which are

fr"m"'d;70".'". A3 Containment Structuree

tion date heted as in

h$kS|QQd3inite 3

Erie I & 2
Cancelled

A3.1 BWR Commercial Reactor
Containments

Tcble A1-4. Reinforced Concrete PWR hfARK I Containments
C:ntainments

Deformed Bar Reinforced Concrete Steel Containment structures in the light-bulb / torus
Ice .

Condenser Subatmospherie Atmospheric Configuration.

operating planta 2 4 5
1.icensed Plar.ts

Planta espected to be placed in
commercial operation hetween AmoM
6/30/80 and 12/31/82 4 Browns Ferry 1,2, and 3
Plzeu opected to be pieced ia Cooper
E"*"'*"''"*"" e e Dresden 2 and 3
Plwu which are planned, but han Fitzpatrick
ja*a"a"""*''' ***"''*" d'" '''' Hatch 1 and 2

i 2
North Anna New England Millstone Point 1
4 cancened i & 2 cancened g ; 33 9

Nine-Mile Point 1
Oyster Creek,

| Peach Bottom 2 and 3

Tchle A1-5. Steel PWR Containments Pilgrim 1
Quad Cities 1 and 2criinder with

Freestanding Sphere Domed closura Vermont Yankee
(ice condenser) (atmospheric) (atmospheric)

I,,"'[,''""% ,,,,g i,,
' *

Future Planta Scheduled Complet: n
comm-cias op-ation be< ween Fermi 2 1982
''' '' '"d'2''""' 8 8 Hope Creek 1 1986 -

" ' " " " "d'"'"'''comm-c'"i opnat.on an','d '" Hope Creek 2 1989
12/31/82 2 4 5

'

Planta which are planned, but Oeformed-bar reinforced-Concrete containment 8 with
dCiIe'd."na'*eIn!"''" steel liner in both the dry well and torus-shaped
' " *

g

.

suppression chamber.
|
|
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Licensed Planta Licensed Plants
Brunswick 1 and 2 None

Future Planta Future Plants Scheduled Completion,

None Washington 2 1983

MARK II Containments MARK III Containments.

Deformed-bar reinforced-concrete with steel-domed Deformed-bar reinforced-concrete vertical cylinder,
closure cap, steel liner, and flat base. hemispherical dome, flat base, and steel liner.

Truncated-cone and vertical-cylinder body.
Licensed Plants

Licensed Plants None

None
Future Plants Scheduled Completion

Future Planta Scheduled Completion Clinton 1 1982
Clinton 2 IndefiniteLimerick 1 1985
Grand Gulf 1 1982Limerick 2 1987
Grand Gulf 2 1986Nine Mile Point 2 1986

Susquehana 1 1982 Skagit 1 Indefinite
Susquehana 2 1983 Skagit 2 Indefinite

Truncated-cone body Free-standing steel cylinder and shallow dome with
deformed-bar-reinforced base. Base has a steel liner.

Licensed Plants
None Licensed Plants

None

Future Plants Scheduled Completion
Future Plants Scheduled CompletionShoreham 1983
Allens Creek 1987
Black Fox 1 1985Prestressed concrete body, steel cap, steel liner, and

flat base. Black Fox 2 1988
Hartsville 1 1986
Hartsville 2 1987Truncated-cone and vertical-cylinder body.
Hartsville 3 Indefinite

Licensed Plants Hartsville 4 Indefinite

None Montague 1 Indefinite
Montague 2 Indefinite

Future Plants Schedulal Completion Perry 1 1984

La Salle 1 1981 Perry 2 1988

La Salle 2 1982 Phipps Bend 1 Indefinite

Zimmer 1 1981 Phipps Bend 2 Indefinite
River Bend 1 1984
River Bend 2 IndefiniteTruncated-cone body

'

Licensed Plants Other BWR Containments (Pre-MARK)

"*
Steel containment with a hemispherical dome,

,

Future Plants Scheduled Completion vertical-cylinder body, and ellipsoidal base.

Bailly 1 1987
Licensed Plants

Steel containment with truncated-cone and vertical- La Crosse
cylinder body, domed-closure cap, and ellipsoidal
base. Free-standing steel sphere
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Licensed Planta Future Plants Schedule Completion
Big Rock Point Beaver Valley 2 1986
Dresden 1 Jamesport 1 1988

Jamesport 2 1990 ,

Steel dry well, deformed-bar-reinforced concrete wet Millstone 3 1986
well with steel liner. North Anna 2 1981

North Anna 3 1987 .

Licensed Plants North Anna 4 Cancelled
Humboldt Bay

Atmospheric Containment Structures (without

A3.2 PWR Commercial Reactor pressure-sumession features)

Containments Deformed-bar reinforced-concrete cylinder, hemi-
8phrkal dome, Gat base, and sM h

Ice Condenser Containments

Licensed Plants
Deformed-bar reinforced-concrete vertical cylinder, Haddam Neck (Connecticut Yankee)
himispherical dome, and flat base with steel liner. Indian Point 2 and 3

Main Yankee
licensed Plants Salem 1
D.C. Cook ' ral 2

Future Plants Scheduled Completion
Future Planta Comanche Peak 1 1981
None Comanche Peak 2 1983

Diablo Canyon 1 1981
Free-standing steel cylinder and hemispherical dome Diablo Canyon 2 1981
with deformed-bar reinforced concrete base and steel. Harris 1 1985
base liner. Harris 2 1988

Harris 3 1994
Licensed Plants Harris 4 1992
None New England 1 Cancelled

New England 2 Cancelled
Future Plants Scheduled Comnoletion Salem 2 1981
Catawba 1 1983 Seabrook 1 1983
Catawba 2 1985 Seabrook 2 1985
McGuire 1 1981 Washington 1 1985
McGuire 2 1982 Washington 4 1986
Sequoyah 1 1980
Sequoyah 2 1981 Concrete vertical cylinder with prestressed vertical
Watts Bar 1 1981 reinforcement and deformed-bar hoop reinforcement.
Watts Bar 2 1982 Deformed-bar reinforced-concrete hemispherical

"* "
Subatmospheric Containments
Deformed-bar reinforced-concrete cylinder, hemi-
spherical dome, flat base, and steel liner. Licensed Plants

Ginna -

Licensed Planta Robinson 2
Beaver Valley 1
North Anna 1 Prestressed concrete vertical cylinder and dome, de- *

Surry 1 and 2 formed bar reinforced flat base, and steel liner.
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No buttresses, shallow dome, and diagonal reinforcing Four-buttress design with shallow dome
pattern.

Licensed Plants
Licensed Plants None

'

Fort Calhoun
Future Plants Scheduled Completion

Three-buttress design Bellefonte 1 1983
,

Bellefonte 2 1984
Hemispherical dome Forked River Cancelled

Lice sed Plants Six-buttress design with shallow dome

Licensed Plants
Future Plants Scheduled Completion Calvert Cliffs 1 and 2
Calloway 1 1982 Crystal River 3
Calloway 2 1987 Oconee 1,2, and 3
Erie 1 Cancelled Palisades
Erie 2 Cancelled Point Beach 1 and 2
Greenwood 2 1990 Three Mile Island 1 and 2
Greenwood 3 1992 Turkey Point 3 and 4
Palo Verde 1 1983 Zion 1 and 2
Palo Verde 2 1984
Palo Verde 3 1986 Spherical-Steel Containments
Pebble Springs 1 1988
Pebble Springs 2 1990 Licensed Plants
Pilgrim 2 Indefinite Indian Point 1
South Texas 1 1984 San Onofre 1
South Texas 2 1986 Yankee Rowe
Sterling 1988
Summer 1981 Future Plants Scheduled Completion

Vogtle 1 1985 Cherokee 1 1990

Vogtle 2 1988 Cherokee 2 1992

Wolf Creek 1983 Cherokee 3 Indefinite
Perkins 1 Indefinite

Shallow dome Perkins 2 Indefinite
Perkins 3 Indefinite

Licensed Plants Yellow Creek 1 1985

Arkansas 1 and 2 Yellow Creek 2 1985

Farley 1
Millstone 2 Steel containment with a hemispherical dome,
Rancho Seco vertical-cylinder body, and ellipsoidal base.

Licensed Planta
Future Plants Scheduled Completion Davis Besse 1
Braidwood 1 1985 Kewannee
Braidwood 2 1986 Prairie Island 1 and 2.

Byron 1 1983 St. Lucie 1
Byron 2 1984

.

Farley 2 1981 Future Plants Scheduled Completion
.

Marble Hill 1 1986 Davis Besse 2 1988
Marble Hill 2 1987 Davis Besse 3 1990
Midland 1 1984 St. Lucie 2 1983
Midland 2 1983 Washington 3 1986
San Onofre 2 1981 Washington 5 1987
San Onofre 3 1983 Waterford 3 1982
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APPENDIX B-

.

Full-Size Containment-Like Structures

B1 Introduction
A brief search was conducted to identify full-6ae, EBWR Facility (Experimental Boiling Water

containment-like structures that might be suitable Reactor)
and available for use as test specimens in this pro-
gram.The search consisted of telephone inquiries to a . Reactor decommissioned and removed
number of potential sites throughout the United . Building details
States. No facilities were visited. The most suitable Cylindrical steel shell
structures for use in parts of the containment tests Diameter: 80 ft
may be (1) the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor Height: 119 ft
(EBWR) facility located at Argonne National Labora- 56 ft of building is below ground level
tory; (2) the decommissioned Saxton PWR facility Bottom and sides are 5/8-in.-thick steel
located in Saxton, PA; and (3) the decommissioned Dome is 3/8-in.-thick steel
Carolinas Virginia Tube Reactor located in Parr, SC. . Some small amount of Pu containment
Data obtained from these and the other facilities for . Vibration laboratory located nearby
which inquiries were made is presented on the follow-
ing pages.

B2.2 Hanford Engineering
B2 List of Facilities Development Laboratory

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Hanford, Washington

B2.1 Argonne National Laboratory Principal contact: Roy E. Dunn
Phone: 8-444-7258

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL Facilities:
Principal Contact: John Honekampe PRTR Building (Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor)
Phone: 8-972-4483|

1

. Reactor not operational
Facilities: . Building now used for temporary laboratory

| CP-5 Nuclear Reactor Facility space
. Building has steel dome

. Not in use at present

. Reactor still in building 200 Area Building.

. Building has high bay with dome

. Reactor is 5-MW pool type . Building has domed-shape roof

. Geometry not known at present . Steel tank inside of building

. Nearest structure 500 ft away . Size of building is "small"

|
|
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B2.3 Idaho Operations Office CETc Domes

Idaho Operations Office * Similar to DoD domes except for 6-in. shell
Idaho Falls, Idaho thickness -

Principal contacts: Ray McCord, Stu hiilam * Unknown number available
Phone: 8-583-2466

,

Phone: 8-583-1618 B2.6 White Sands Missile Range

Facilities: White Sands Missile Range
EOCR Building (Experimental Organic Coolant White Sands, NM
R::ctor) Princi tal contact: John McDougall

Phone 1-678-2443
Building will not hold pressure

. large steel vessel in building Facilities:

. Presently not in use Climatic conditioning igloos (3)

E2.4 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory . Not presently in use
. Reinforced concrete

los Alamos Scientific Laboratory . Covered by 2-ft earth (not underground)
los Alamos, NM = Inside height (max) 12 ft
Principal contact: Jim Jackson . Aluminum liner
Phone: 313-7-1211

Smaller igloos (3)
Facilities:

. Similar to above but smallerUTREX Reactor Building

. Specifications not known

. Reinforced concrete with steelliner

. Presently used for laboratory space Underground bunkers

. Personnel building located nearby
. Reinforced concrete

TA-55 Pu Processing Building . Presently not in use
. Rectangular shape

. In use full time:

l B2.7 Decommissioned Facilities
B2.5 Nevada Test Site

D-m ss Fuilih
1

i Nevada Test Site Name: Saxton

| Las Vegas, Nevada NSSS Type: PWR
| Principal contact: Hank Kerr (Sandia) Location: Saxton, PA

Phone: 311-6-0420
Name: Carolinas Virginia Tube Reactor

Fecilities: NSSS Type: PWR
L cation: Parr, SC

DoD Domes ,

. At least two available

. Presently not in use
j . Need cleaning

. Building details
Reinforced concrete
Diameter: 50 ft
Shell thickness: 24 in.
Max rise 9 ft 8 in.

|
|
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APPENDIX C
'

'

Estimates of Model Fabrication Costs

Estimates were made of the fabrication costs asso- steels if thin plate (80 to 170 mils) is unavailable in the
ciated with various sized models of the containment same type and grade as used in the prototype. Con-
structures. These estimates were made for an urban crete will be fabricated with scaled strength and ag-
construction site, such as Albuquerque, and must be gregate size although aggregate strength may not be
increased for a remote construction site. A summary replicated exactly. All major penetrations are
of these costs are given in Table C-1. Three contain- included.
ment types were considered: (1) a free-standing steel
containment, (2) a reinforced concrete containment, 1/10-Scale Replica Modeland (3) a prestressed concrete containment. In order

Same details as 1/8 model.to estimate costs, specific containment designs were
chosen as typical. Watts Bar Units 1 and 2 were
chosen to represent the free-standing steel type; Sa- 1/20-Scale Replica Model (alSo
lem Units 1 and 2, the reinforced concrete contain- applies to 1/16 Scale 88 Well)ment type; and South Texas Units 1 and 2, the pre-
stressed concrete type. These designs were chosen All concrete, rebar, and plate reinforcement will
because of readily available design information; they be duplicated. Because of the smaller scale, fewer
do not necessarily represent the best choices for the plates will be used in fabricating the free-standing
program. However, they appear to be typical of their steel containment liners of the concrete containments
respective classes of designs and are appropriate for and the free-standing steel containment with the con-
deriving preliminary cost estimates. Five scale sizes sequent reduction in welds. Concrete strength will be
were considered in this early study, including 1/4,1/8, replicated, but aggregate properties will not be. Only
1/10,1/20, and 1/50. Interpolation provided estimates the major penetrations will be included.
for 1/16 and 1/32 scales.

The following paragraphs describe the limitations 1/20-Scale Nonreplica Model
assumed for estimating the costs of the various sized Because of the high cost of deplicating rebar
models m the prehminary study described above.

placement, another model was costed in which steel

| mesh would replace the rebar.The reinforced concrete
' 1/4-Scale Replica Model would be fabricated to retain the correct cross-sec-

It was assumed that very close replicas of the tional strength and stiffness. All other details would
prototype containments will be fabricated. Concrete, be the same as the 1/20-scale replica model.
liner plate, reinforcement, and weld lines will be du-
plicated. Welds themselves will not be replicated. 1/50-Scale Nonreplica ModelSizes are suffic,ently large to allow the use of standardi

rebar and steel sheet of the same type and grade. (alSO applies partially to 1/32
Concrete can be fabricated having similar strength

Scale)and aggregate properties. All major penetrations will
be included. Because of the size, rebar placement and plate

,

reinforcement will not be replicated, but the effective
strengths and stiffnesses will be. The steel wall of the

1/8-Scale Replica Model free-standing steel containment and the cylinder wall
All concrete, rebar, plate reinforcement, and weld liners in the concrete containment will be fabricated

lines will be duplicated. Commercially available stan- from a single sheet. The steel dome will be spin formed
dard rebar will be used. In some cases, special steel in a single piece. Concrete strength will be replicated
plate may be substituted for the designated ASTM but aggregate properties will not be.
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16WO70 West 83rd St 4400 A. W. Snyder-

Burt Ridge,IL 60521 4410 D. J. McCloskey
Attn: H. K. Fauske 4412 J. W. Hickman

4412 R. G. Spulak*

Sargent & Lundy Engineers 4415 D. C. Aldrich
55 East Monroe St 4415 J. L. Sprung
Chicago, IL 60603 4440 D. A. Dahlgren

Attn: A. Walser 4441 M. Berman
4441 M. P. Sherman

Offshore Power Systems, Inc. 4442 W. A. Von Riesemann (20)
PO Box 8000 4442 T. E. Blejwas (20)
Jacksonville, FL 32225 4442 A. W. Dennis (3)
Attn: J. Tsai 4442 D. L. Goodwin

4442 D. S. Horschel
General Electric Company (2) 4442 J.Jung
175 Curtner Ave 4442 R. D. Meyer
San Jose, CA 95112 4442 W. A. Sebrell (10)
Attn: R. F. Gou 4442 R. P. Toth

J. Iove 4442 R. L. Woodfin
4443 D. A. Dahlgren (actg)

R. F. Reedy, Inc. 4443 J. A. Letz
236 N. Santa Cruz Ave 4444 S. L. Thompson
Los Gatos, CA 95030 4444 W. H. Schmidt

4445 L. O. Cropp
US Department of Energy 5520 T. B. Lane
Office of Nuclear Energy 5521 C. M. Stone
Mail Stop B-107 5521 D. V. Swenson

NE-540 5522 R. Russo
Washington, DC 20545 8214 M. A. Pound
Attn: A. Millunzi 3141 L. J. Erickson (5)

3151 W. L. Garner (3)

.
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